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Abstract 

Superconductivity was observed in the Pr-fllled skutterudite heavy fermion system 

Pr0s4Sb12 in 2002. Symmetry considerations, based on the Landau theory of second 

order phase transitions, were used to derive all possible superconducting states in this 

material. It was found that a three-component order parameter that belongs to the 

Tu irreducible representation of the tetrahedral point group Th best describes super

conductivity in Pr0s4Sb12 . Two different superconducting phases have been observed 

in Pr0s4 Sb12 ; the lower temperature B phase occupies the bulk of the phase diagram, 

while the higher temperature A phase is found in a narrow region below Hc2 , and 

possibly does not exist at all. The proposed gap function in the A phase is unitary 

and has two point nodes in . the [00 ± 1] directions. In the B phase, the proposed 

gap function is nonunitary and the lower branch has four point nodes in the [±a, 

0, ±,8] directions. Hence, thermodynamic and transport properties of a nonunitary 

superconducting state are analyzed. It is shown that the conductivity tensor has 

inequivalent diagonal components due to the off-axis nodal positions of the B phase. 

Moreover, nonuniversal conductivities (impurity scattering dependent) have been ob

tained. A semi-classical approach based on the Doppler shift of the quasiparticle 

energy is used to calculate the oscillatory part of the magnetic field-angle dependent 

density of states and thermal conductivity. All possible point node configurations for 

superconducting phases of a tetrahedral superconductor are considered. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

It has been almost a century since the discovery of superconductivity. In 1911, Kamer

lingh Onnes observed this state in mercury as the resistivity suddenly disappeared at 

4.2 K. After that, superconductivity was found in other metals and alloys and many 

theories were proposed. 

One of the major theories that was introduced in the last century, and had a 

strong impact in the understanding of superconductivity, is the Ginzburg-Landau 

theory of superconductivity. In 1950, Ginzburg and Landau proposed a theory for 

superconductivity based on Landau's theory of second order phase transitions. The 

theory is macroscopic and is applicable at temperatures close to the superconducting 

transition temperature. It is particularly useful when the superconducting state is 

spatially inhomogeneous, which results from, for example, applying a strong magnetic 

field to type II superconductors. Ginzburg-Landau theory is phenomenological with 

no microscpic origin or derivation. It was not until 1957 that a microscopic theory 

of superconductivity was formulated, which is commonly known as BCS theory [1], 

1 



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 

named after Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer. This theory is based on the weak inter

action of electrons with lattice vibrations (Frohlich interaction) [2], which is usually 

called weak coupling. BCS theory was the first successful microscopic theory that 

best explained most of the observed superconducting properties of that time. Shortly 

after that, the universality of some formulas in BCS theory was broken by the dis

covery of new kinds of superconducting materials. In these new superconductors, the 

electron-phonon interaction is not weak (strong coupling), so some predictions of BCS 

theory do not apply. Consequently, this led to the formulation of the strong coupling 

theory of superconductivity in 1960 [3]. 

In BCS theory, the electron-phonon interaction leads to the condensation of pairs 

of electrons (Cooper pairs) below the superconducting transition temperature Tc. As 

the temperature is lowered, the density of Cooper pairs increases while the free elec

tron density decreases. At zero temperature, all electrons are paired, and the ground 

state energy becomes less than the Fermi energy. An energy cost equal to the pair 

binding energy (energy gap) is needed to break up a Cooper pair, and create a sin

gle excitation from the superconducting condensate (Bogoliubov quasiparticles). The 

opening of the energy gap in the excitation spectrum manifests itself in all thermo

dynamic and transport measurements, such that they decay exponentially down to 

zero at low temperatures. 

Superconductivity was believed to be a low temperature phenomenon. This is 

because the transition temperature that was predicted by BCS theory was low, which 

was consistent with experiment. However, this belief changed when relatively higher 

transition temperatures were observed in strong coupling superconductors. Conse

quently, the dream of high transition temperature superconductivity inspired much 

work on these materials, but the highest transition temperature observed was still low, 

e.g. Tc = 23 K in Nb3 Ge. Surprisingly, in 1986, a high transition temperature was 
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found in a completely different material. Bednorz and Muller [4] discovered super

conductivity in the oxide (BaxLas-xCu50s(J-y)), which is an insulator in the normal 

state. The superconducting transition temperature for this material is relatively high, 

Tc = 35 K. But after that, the transition temperature was raised many times, and 

the highest temperature achieved so far is Tc = 133 Kin HgBa2Ca2Cu30 aH· 

Beside high Tc superconductors, superconductivity was found also in other mate

rials, including heavy fermion materials, layered organic compounds and strontium 

ruthenate. However, the mechanism that is responsible for superconductivity in these 

materials is still obscure. For example, in high Tc superconductors, spin fluctuations, 

rather than electron-phonon interactions, are thought to be responsible for supercon

ductivity. Usually, the term "unconventional' is used to describe those supercon

ductors, and "conventional' refers to superconductors for which the BCS theory is 

applicable. In conventional superconductors, the energy gap is isotropic around the 

Fermi surface, while it is anisotropic or vanishes at lines or points (nodes) in uncon

ventional superconductors. For example, in the high Tc cuprates, where the pairing 

symmetry is widely believed to be d-wave, the energy gap has four line nodes. 

The heavy fermion superconductor Pr0s4Sb12 is another example where uncon

ventional superconductivity occurs [25,29-36]. Since its discovery in 2002 [29] and up 

to date, little has been known about the symmetry of the order parameter or the origin 

of the attractive interaction in the superconducting state. Nevertheless, broken time 

reversal symmetry [41] and spin triplet pairing symmetry [36] were recently observed. 

Two superconducting phase transitions were shown by some thermodynamic and 

transport measurements [3G-32, 41- 46], but more recent works have suggested only 

one superconducting phase transition [47- 50]. Moreover, while point nodes in the 

gap function were observed in low temperature thermodynamic and t ransport mea

surements [29, 30, 32, 35, 37], other experiments have shown that the gap function is 
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nodeless (38- 40]. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the attractive interaction in 

this superconductor is unconventional; namely, electric quadrupole fluctuations [24]. 

Some theoretical work that has been done on the superconductor Pr0s4Sb12 is 

phenomenological [51- 54], in which order parameters have been introduced, and ex

tensively used to predict various thermodynamic and transport properties. Other 

theoretical works have studied unconventional pairing mechanisms [55, 56]. In this 

thesis we will not introduce a microscopic theory for superconductivity in Pr0s4Sb12 . 

Instead, we will use group theory and Landau theory of second order phase transitions 

to find the symmetry of the superconducting state that best describes experiments 

on PrOs4Sb12. Also, we will present two possible scenarios for the superconducting 

phase transitions in Pr0s4Sb12 , and compare our results with experiment. 

A valuable tool for identifying the symmetry of the order parameter in unconven

tional superconductors is the measurement of low energy, low temperature thermo

dynamic and transport properties. Since, in these materials, the energy gap vanishes 

at lines or points (nodes) on the Fermi surface, quasiparticles will remain conduct

ing heat and electricity at very low temperature. For this reason, many techniques 

have been used, including measurements of microwave conductivity, heat conductiv

ity, specific heat, nuclear spin lattice relaxation rate, ultra sound attenuation, etc. In 

addition, field angle-dependent thermal conductivity and specific heat measurements 

have also been ~erformed to determine the locations of nodes at the Fermi surface. 

This method is based on Volovik's theory for the density of states in superconductors 

with line nodes in a magnetic field [5]. According to this theory, the density of states 

will be minimum when the magnetic field is parallel to the nodes, and maximum when 

it is pointed in the antinodal direction. As a result, there are field angle-dependent 

oscillations in thermodynamic and transport measurements. Consequently, locations 

of nodes at the Fermi surface can be determined. 
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For this reason, we will calculate the low energy, low temperature thermody

namic and transport properties associated with our symmetry-derived superconduct

ing state in Pr0s4Sb12 . In particular, we will study the impurity induced density of 

states and transport coefficients in the Born and unitary scattering limits, and com

pare our results to experiments. Furthermore, we will calculate the magnetic field 

angle-dependent density of states and thermal conductivity using our proposed su

perconducting state in Pr0s4Sb12 , and compare the results to superconductors with 

lines of nodes. In our calculations, we will consider two limits, the clean and dirty 

limits in which the impurity scattering rate is much smaller or larger than the mag

netic energy, respectively. Finally, the outcome of our calculations will be compared 

to experiment. 

This thesis is a collection of published and submitted articles. Chapters 2 and 3 

are articles which appear in Physical Review B [66, 117] while Chapter 4 is a submitted 

article [13]. In this thesis, superconductivity in the heavy fermion material Pr0s4Sb12 

has been investigated. The outline of this study is the following: in the remaining sec

tions of Chapter 1, background and introductory materials are presented. In Chapter 

2, we use the Landau theory of phase transitions and symmetry arguments to predict 

the possible superconducting states and their symmetry in Pr0s4Sb12 . Furthermore, 

we predict the possible superconducting phase transitions that could occur within the 

superconducting phases, and we compare our results to experiment [66]. In Chapter 

3 we calculate the impurity induced density of states and transport in a nonunitary 

superconducting state in general, and then we apply our results to Pr0s4 Sb12 [117]. 

In Chapter 4 we calculate the field angle-dependent density of states and thermal 

conductivity for point node superconductors. In our calculation, we consider two lim

iting cases; the clean and the dirty limits, in which the magnetic energy is much larger 

(smaller) than the impurity scattering rate, respectively. The results were applied to 
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Pr0s4Sb12 and compared with experiment [13). 

1.2 Gap functions and gap equations 

The order parameter for a given superconducting state is characterized by the gap 

function. The gap function is a mean field potential which has the symmetry of a 

Cooper pair in k space. Accordingly, information about the gap function should be 

introduced before any further study of a given superconducting state. In this section, 

we define the gap function for the two possible spin pairing configurations; which 

are spin singlet and spin triplet. Then, the gap equation, which is a self consistent 

equation for the gap function, is derived for each case. A full treatment can be found 

in the literature .[6, 7); here, only major steps are highlighted. 

We start by constructing the Hamiltonian for a pair of electrons interacting at the 

Fermi surface. Let the pair potential be 

VaJB2SJS4(k, k') = \ -k, 81; k , 82jvj- k' , 84 ; k', 83) (1.1) 

where the operator V is a general interaction potential between a pair of electrons, 

which is attractive at regions close to the Fermi surface. Then, the Hamiltonian for 

this system can be written in second quantization form as 

H = L c(~)cLck,s + ~ L VaJB2SJS4 (k, k') c~k,st cl.s2Ck',s3C-k' ,S4 (1.2) 
k,s k,k 1 ,Sj ,S2,SJ ,S4 

where, 

~=s' ( - k) = L Va!S1S1s(k') k) \ c~k',St cl',s2 ) 
k's1s2 

are the mean fields or the gap functions, and ct and c are fermion creation and 

annihilation operators, respectively. The short-hand notation !k = f(k) has been 
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used and interchanged throughout this thesis. Using mean field theory (see Sec. 3.9), 

Eq. 1.2 can be written as 

HMF - L E(k)cLck,s + ~ L [~s 1 s2 (k)cL1 c~k,s2 - ~;1 8)-k)c-k,s 1 Ck,s2 ] . 
k,s k,S! ,S2 

(1.3) 

The energy eigenvalues can be found by diagonalizing the above Hamiltonian, which 

is nontrivial. This problem is solved by using the following Bogoliubov transformation, 

Ck,s = L[uk,s,s'lk,s' + Vk,s ,s'l~k,s'J 
s' 

(1.4) 

where It and 1 are new creation and annihilation fermion's operators, it acts on the 

excitations from the superconducting state (or Bogoliubov quasiparticles). Eq. 1.4 

can be written in matrix form as 

where 

lkl 

t 
1 - kT 

t 
1 - kl 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

where uk and vk are 2 x 2 matrices in spin space. The anticommutation relations for 

the fermion operators c and ct should also be satisfied by the new operators 1 and 

It. So, the following relations hold [6], 

(1. 7) 
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Using 1.5 and 1. 7, the energy eigenvalues will be 

- -t- -
Ek = UkckUk ( 1.8) 

where 

( E~~o ~. ) Ek = 
-L1* -EkCJo -k 

(1.9) 

and 

Ek+ 0 0 0 

0 Ek- 0 0 
Ek= 

0 0 -E- k+ 0 
(1.10) 

0 0 0 - E - k-

where Ek+ = EkT and Ek- = Ekl· The solution for Eq. 1.8 will be different for the 

two kinds of pairing symmetries, spin singlet and triplet . Consequently, we should 

define the gap function for each case. 

The gap function can be written in a matrix form as 

- ( L1kTT L1kT l ) L1k = 
L1klT L1kll 

(1.11) 

which lists all the possible spin configurations for electrons paired state. Hence, it 

should satisfy the symmetry of a Cooper pair wavefunction as 

(1.12) 

For spin singlet state, the diagonal components are zero, so the gap function is 

L1(k) = ( 0. '1/J (k) ) = iCJy 'f/; (k) 
- 'f/J (k) 0 

(1.13) 
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where '1/J( k) is an even function of k and u = (ax, ay, az) are the Pauli matrices. On 

the other hand, for spin triplet state we get 

- ( -dx(k) + idy(k) dz(k) ) 
f:l(k) = = i(d(k) · u)ay 

dz(k) dx(k) + idy(k) 
(1.14) 

where d(k) is a complex vector and an odd function of k, see Ref. [8] for a review and 

for information about the development of this notation. If Li(k)Lit(k) ex a0 then the 

gap function Li(k) is called unitary, otherwise it is called nonunitary. Spin singlet 

pairing is always unitary, Li(k)Lit(k) = I'I/J(k)l2a0 , while it could be nonunitary for 

spin triplet paring, Li(k)Lit(k) = ld(k)l2a 0 + q(k) · u , where q(k) = i d(k) x d* (k). 

Now, substituting the gap functions for spin singlet and spin triplet into Eq. 1.8, 

after mathematical manipulations, we get the energy eigenvalues for spin singlet and 

spin triplet pairing. Also, we get solutions for the Bogoliubov transformation matrices 

in each case. So, the energy eigenvalues (or the excitation spectrum) for spin singlet 

pairing will be 

E(k) = /c:2(k) + I'I/J(k)l2 (1.15) 

which is degenerate for spin-up and spin-down quasiparticles, the energy gap is equal 

to 1'1/J(k)l. On the other hand, the excitation energy for spin triplet state will be 

(1.16) 

which is non-degenerate for non-vanishing q ( k) . In this case, there are two energy 

gaps corresponding to the two different spin orientations, 

(1.17) 

As we have mentioned before, this state is called nonunitary. As we will see in later 

chapter, the lower gap in a nonunitary state may have nodes, while the upper gap is 

usually nodeless although it may be anisotropic. 
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The solutions for the Bogoliubov transformation matrices have similar form for 

spin singlet and unitary spin triplet states as follows 
1~ -- [Ck + Ekl - ~k 

uk = 2Ek cro, Vk = - J2[ck + Ek]Ek (1.18) 

but it has a more complicated form for nonunitary spin triplet state, see Ref. [7]. Once 

the excitation spectrums and the Bogoliubov transformation matrices are known, the 

gap equation can be derived for each type of pairing. 

Using the Bogoliubov transformations in 1.5, the transformation matrices in 1.18 

and the energy of excitations in 1.15, this leads to the following result for the gap 

equation in a spin singlet or unitary spin triplet state, 

A ( ) "'"" ( ') ~SJS4 (k') ( Ek' ) Us,s' k = - ~~ 'Vs'ssas4 k, k 2Ek' tanh 2kBT . 
k ,s3,S4 . 

(1.19) 

Similarly, the gap equation for a nonunitary spin triplet state can be derived and is 

found to be 

~s,s'(k) = - L 'Vs'ss3s4(k,k')hs3s4(k',T) (1.20) 
k1 ,S3,S4 

where 

h(k, T) - [ 2~k+ [ dk + Qkl:k~k] tanh ( 2~:~) 
+ 2~k- [ dk - Qkl:k~k] tanh ( 2~:~) ] · iucry. (1.21) 

The above gap equations should be solved self-consistently, once a knowledge of the 

interaction potential has been established. For example, in BCS theory, it is assumed 

that the interaction potential is constant (s-wave) and attractive on a small range 

around the Fermi surface. Also, it is assumed that the interaction leaves the spin 

invariant. So 

V(k, k' ) = -Vo, 

0, Otherwise. (1.22) 
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Substituting this in 1.19, one obtains the following BCS self consistent gap equation 

as a function of temperature, 

k' 

b.(T) = Vo t ~lT? tanh ( 2~k~) . k' k B 

(1.23) 

where the sum is over a momentum shell around the Fermi surface. Transforming the 

summation into integration at the Fermi surface as 

(1.24) 

where variations of the density of states with energies close to the Fermi surface are 

assumed to be negligible. At zero temperature, this gives 

6.(0) -
sinh (1/ N(O)Vo) 

(1.25) 

(1.26) 

where the limit N F V0 « 1 is usually called the weak coupling limit . Also, setting 

T = Tc in 1.24, noting that b.(Tc) = 0, we get the following expression for the 

superconducting transition temperature, 

(1.27) 

At temperatures far from zero and close to Tc, Eq. 1.24 can be solved numerically 

and we get 

[ T] 112 
6.(T) ~ 1.746.(0) 1- Tc (1.28) 

Further details and treatment of the BCS gap equation can be found in many text-

books, see e. g. Ref. [9]. 

The above example, in which the pairing of electrons is spin singlet and s-wave, 

represents conventional superconductivity that was mentioned before. This problem 
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is well explained and described by BCS theory. On the other hand, in unconventional 

superconductors the pairing symmetry is different from s-wave or it is not spin singlet. 

In almost all conventional superconductors, the exchange of phonons between each 

pair of electrons gives the attractive potential responsible for superconductivity, while 

for unconventional superconductors, the origin of the attractive interaction could be 

due to other mechanisms, like magnetic or quadrupole fluctuations. However, details 

about the origin of the interaction potential are not crucial, although the fact that it 

is attractive is a cornerstone for any theory of superconductivity. Using group theory, 

one can obtain much information without any specific knowledge of the source of the 

attractive interaction. 

1.3 Group theory approach 

Superconductivity is a state of broken symmetry. While the the normal state has 

the symmetry group G x U x K, where G is the crystal space group, U(1) is the 

gauge (or phase) symmetry and K is the time reversal symmetry. U(1) and possibly 

other symmetry elements of this group are absent in the superconducting phase. In 

conventional pairing, superconductivity breaks only the gauge symmetry, while more 

symmetries are broken in the case of unconventional superconductivity. 

The group theory approach, e. g. see Ref. [10], is a powerful tool for studying 

superconductivity in the absence of microscopic theory. In this approach, a knowl

edge of the crystal point group symmetry for a given superconductor reveals much 

information about its superconductivity. For example, all the possible superconduct

ing states, their symmetries, and the superconducting phase transitions within these 

states can be worked out. As an example, the tetrahedral point group Th, which is 

the point group of Pr0s4Sb12 , has been used throughout this discussion. 
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A symmetry group, in general, can be divided into different classes of the sym

metry group elements. Each element in the group can be represented by a matrix 

in which the trace (which is usually called character) is the same for all elements in 

a class. When the matrix is reducible to a block form, the representation is called 

reducible, otherwise it is called irreducible. All classes, irreducible representations 

and their characters of a given symmetry group can be written in one table, which is 

called character table. In a character table, there are columns labeled by the classes, 

preceded by the number of elements in each class, and rows labeled by the irreducible 

representations. The entries of a character table are just the characters of each irre

ducible representation. Further information about character tables can be found in 

many classic books, e. g. see Ref. [11). 

In our example, the tetrahedral point group Th is a subgroup of the octahedral 

group Oh, where h refers to inversion symmetry. The group T has four classes: 

three two-fold rotations, two classes with four three-fold rotations (where each class 

corresponds to different direction of rotation) and the identity. The character table of 

the Th group is shown in Table 1.1 . The subscripts g and u refer to even parity and 

and odd parity, respectively. The dimensionality of the irreducible representation 

is indicated in the first column in the character table. So, the tetrahedral point 

group Th has one dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional irreducible 

representations in each parity (even and odd) . 

An order parameter, whether structural, magnetic or superconducting belongs 

to one of the irreducible representations of the point group. The dimensionality 

of the representation gives the number of components in the order parameter. For 

superconductors, anti-symmetrisation of the electronic wavefunction requires that 

spin singlet states (which are odd) correspond to an even representation while spin 

triplet states belong to odd representations. 

--------------------------------------------
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Th E 3C2 4C3 4C~ 2 3ah 4S6 4S' 6 

A19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Eg 1 1 w w2 1 1 w w2 

1 1 w2 w 1 1 w2 w 

Tg 3 -1 0 0 3 -1 0 0 

Alu 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

Eu 1 1 w w2 -1 -1 -w -w2 

1 1 w2 w -1 -1 -w2 w 

Tu 3 -1 0 0 -3 1 0 0 

Table 1.1: Character table for the tetrahedral point group Th, w = ei
2
; [11] . 

The gap function can be expressed in terms of the basis functions for each irre-

ducible representation as 

I 

1/;(k) = L, 1Ji1/Ji(k) (1.29) 
i=l 

for even parity (spin singlet), and 

I 

d(k) = L, 1Jidi(k) (1.30) 
i=l 

for odd parity (spin triplet) in the limit of strong spin-orbit coupling, where 1Ji are 

the components of the superconducting order parameter, and l is the dimensionality 

of the irreducible representation. In the Th point group there are one-component, 

two-component, and three-component order parameters in each channel; spin singlet 

and spin triplet. 

To find the possible superconducting states for each irreducible representation, 

we must construct a Landau functional F( ryi) that is invariant under the normal 

phase group symmetry G x U x K and find its minima. For example, the irreducible 
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representations E9,u in the Th point group are two dimensional, so the order parameter 

has two components ( ry1 , ry2 ). The Landau free energy that is invariant under the 

symmetry operations of the group Th x U x K of the normal phase is [12] 

a(ITJd2 + ITJ2I2) + .81 (ITJ1I 4 + ITJ2I 4
) + 2.B2I"lli2ITJ2I2 

+'Yl ( TJ~TJ;3 + TJ~TJ~3) + i'Y2 ( TJ~TJ;3 - TJ~TJ~3) (1.31) 

Three possible superconducting states can be obtained by including additional higher 

order terms to the above Landau free energy, 

(1.32) 

where, in the ( ¢1 , ¢2) state, the two components of the order parameter have the same 

amplitude but different phases, in (ry1, ry2 ) the amplitudes as well as the phases are 

different, and in (1,0) only the first component is non-zero. 

The symmetry group for any superconducting state is a subgroup of the normal 

phase group, G x U x K. For example, the superconducting phases in (1.32) have 

T(D2), D2 x K, and D 2 symmetry groups; respectively, and they are subgroups of 

the normal phase group Th x U x K. Notation like T(D2 ) means a combined group, 

in which the elements of this group are a combination from both the tetrahedral (T) 

and the dihedral (D2 ) group-elements. 

Another important and more relevant example is the three dimensional irreducible 

representation T . This representation has three-component order parameter and the 

corresponding Landau free energy, expanded to sixth-order terms, is [12] 

( 1.33) 
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where 

I1 - ITJtl2 + ITJ2I 2 + ITJJI 2, !2 = ITJtl 4 + ITJ2I 4 + ITJJI 4
, !3 = TJ~TJ;2 + TJ~T}j2 + TJ5TJ~2 + c.c 

!4 - ITJtl 6 + ITJ2I6 + ITJJ 16 , Is = ITJ1I 4 
( ITJ2I 2 - ITJJ 12) + ITJ2I 4 

( ITJJ 12 - ITJtl2) 

+ITJJI 4 (ITJtl2 -ITJ212), h,1 = ITJtTJi2 + TJ~TJi2 + TJ1TJ;
2 ± (TJ~TJ~2 + TJ1TJi

2 + TJtTJi2)1 + c.c 

(1.34) 

Additional higher order terms are required to obtain all possible superconducting 

phases. There are nine possible superconducting phases: 

(1, o, o), (1, 1, 1), (1, c, c2), (ITJd, iiTJ2I, o) , (ITJtl, l112l. o), 

(TJl, T}2, o), (ITJll, il112l, ITJJI) , (l77tl , l112l, I77JI), (TJt, 112, TJJ). (1.35) 

All the possible superconducting phases and their symmetries in a Th point group 

symmetry are summarized in Table 1.2. The combined groups that appear in this 

table are 

T(D2) - { D2, 4U( 471' /3)C3, 4U(211' /3)Ci} (1.36) 

D2(C2) - {E, Cf, U(11')C~, U(11')C;} (1.37) 

C3 (E) - {E, U(411'/3)C3 , U(211'/3)Ci} (1.38) 

C2(E) - {E, Ut(11')CD (1.39) 

C~(E) {E, U1 (11')C~K} (1.40) 

Furthermore, all the possible second order phase transitions that may occur within the 

superconducting states can be determined. These transitions can only occur between 

states which are connected by group-subgroup relations. If some states are connected 

to more than one other superconducting state, an effective Landau functional with 

an effective order parameter can be constructed. The effective Landau free energy 

can specify the states that have additional superconducting phase transitions. 
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S.C. State Symmetry Irred. Rep. Nodes Irred. Rep. Nodes 

(1) TxJC Ag none Au none 

(1, 0) T(D2) 8 points (111) 8 points {111} 

(¢1,¢2) D2 X JC Eg 8 points (111} E,. none 

(1Jt,1J2) D2 8 points (111} none 

(1, 0, 0) D2(C2) X JC 2 lines k11 = 0, k, = 0 2 points [100] 

(1 , 1, 1) c3 x JC 6 points (001} none 

(1,e,e2) C3(E) 6 points (001}, 2 points [111] 2 points [100] 

(ITill. il112l. o) D2(E) 1 line k, = 0, 2 points [001] 4 points [±o, ±/3, 0] 

01Jll.lm l. o) C2(E) x JC Tg 1 line kz = 0, 2 points [001] T,. 2 points [111] 

(1Jt,1)2,0) C2(E) 1 line k, = 0, 2 points [001] none 

(]1Jl],i]TJ2],]1JJI) q(E) 6 points (001} none 

(11Jll.lmi.ITJJI) JC 6 points (001) none 

(1J1,1J2,1J3) E 6 points (001) none 

Table 1.2: The superconducting phases and their symmetries for each irreducible 

representation in Th point group symmetry. The nodes and their locations on the 

Fermi surface are also listed. a and {3 are parameters indicating the position of nodes 

away from the principal axes [12, 15]. 

For example, the two-component order parameter (TJ1 , rJ2) for the E irreducible 

representation has D 2 symmetry. The latter is a subgroup of other superconducting 

phases of E, (1, 0) and (c/h, (h), and have T(D2 ) and D 2 x K, symmetries, respectively. 

The effective order parameter that describes the superconducting phase transition 

between the superconducting states (1, 0) and (TJ1 , TJ2) is T)2 , and between (¢h , ¢2) 

and (TJ1 , TJ2) is ITJ1 1 - lrJ2 j. Since the effective Landau free energy must be invariant 

under the symmetry operations of the (1, 0) phase, a second order phase transition 

between the states (1, 0) and (TJ1, TJ2) cannot happen. This is because the effective 

free energy F eff(TJ2) has third-order terms which rules out the possibility of 2nd-order 

phase transition [12]. In contrary, the effective free energy for the transition between 

(¢h, ¢2 ) and (TJ1 , TJ2), F eff(ITJ1 1-ITJ2 i) has no third-order terms and the transition ri1ay 

be second order. 
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Normal st te 
~ ~ 

(1,1,1) (l,O,o) - .... (ITJ 1I,iiTJ2I,O) (1,E,E2
) 

~ ------
( 11711 ' 11721 ' 0) _ .,.. ( 171 11 ~ 0) ( 11711' i 11721 ' 11731) 

· ~,; 

(11711,11721'11731) _.,.. (171,172'173) 

Figure 1.1: Superconducting phase t ransitions within the superconducting phases of 

t he three dimensional irreducible representation T of the Th group symmetry [12]. 

Similarly, all possible 2nd-order superconducting phase transitions within the su

perconducting states of the irreducible representation T can be calculated. The results 

are shown in Fig. 1.1. 

Following this procedure, one can predict all possible superconducting phase tran

sitions which may occur within the superconducting states of an irreducible represen-

tation. The results of this approach should be matched with experiment. 

1.4 Conventional superconductivity 

Here, we present the main conclusions of BCS theory regarding the behavior of ther-

modynamic and transport properties in a superconducting state. As mentioned above, 

BCS theory gives the description of conventional superconductivity on a microscopic 
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scale. The pairing has s-wave orbital symmetry, so the gap function is isotropic in 

k-space. Hence, excitations from the superconducting condensate require a minimum 

energy equal to the energy gap. Recalling Eq. 1.15, the quasiparticle energy for spin 

singlet pairing is 

E(k) = )e:2(k) + 6.2 (k) 

where e:(k) = k
2/2m•- E:F. The energy gap, 6-(k) = I1P(k)l, is isotropic everywhere 

in BCS superconductor, 6-(k) = 6.. So, the quasiparticles density of states, which is 

given by the following equation 

N(w) - N(O) lwi 
Jw2- 6.5 

- 0 

lwl > 6-o 

lwl < 6-o (1.41) 

and is shown in Fig. 1.2, is zero for energies less than the gap maximum 6.
0

, and 

is singular at the edge of the gap. N(O) refers to the density of states at the Fermi 

surface and 6.0 is the energy gap at zero temperature. 

N'(w') 3 

2.5 

2 

1.5 

1 

0 .5 

2 4 6 8 w' 

Figure 1.2: The BCS density of states N'(w') = N(w')/N(O) vs. w' = w/6.
0

. 

Other thermodynamic properties, like specific heat, will decay exponentially at 

low temperature, 

(1.42) 
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but, it usually shows a peculiar behavior for temperatures just below the supercon-

ducting transition temperature. For example, the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rat 

rises abruptly, showing what is commonly known as the Hebel-Slichter peak [16]. 

Similarly, the transport properties will be significantly affected by the transition 

to the superconducting state. In fact, superconductivity was first discovered by the 

observation of infinite d .c. electrical conductivity at low temperatures. However, 

while the superfiow (Cooper pairs current) electrical conductivity is infinite, its ther-

mal conduction is zero. This is due to the fact that Cooper pairs have zero entropy, 

and consequently they cannot conduct heat . 

In general, the electrical conductivity can be written as a complex function of 

electromagnetic frequency, a(!l) = a1 (0) - ia2(0). At zero temperature, the real 

and imaginary parts for a given superconductor can be calculated and the results are 

given by the following expressions [9] 

0'1s [ ~o] 2~o 0> ~0 - 1 + n E(a)- 0 K(a), 
O'n 

0'2s ~ [1 + ~ol E(a') - ~ [1- ~o] K(a') 
O'n 

o - ~o 
a -

O+~o 

a' - v1 - a 2 

(1.43) 

(1.44) 

(1.45) 

(1.46) 

where K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds re-

spectively, 

K(a) - !.; }! - ~ sin2 e 

E(a) = 1~ dfh/1 - a 2 sin2 0 

(1.47) 

(1.48) 

and an is the normal state conductivity. The behaviors of the real and imaginary 

parts with an applied electromagnetic field are shown in Fig. 1.3. The imaginary 
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Figure 1.3: Electrical conductivity in BCS superconductors vs. 0.' = 0./ f::J.0 . 

part of the conductivity rises sharply below n = f::J.0 and behaves like 1/ fl at low 

frequencies, which is the d.c. limit. This behavior can be directly deduced from 

London's first equation of electromagnetic waves in superconductor, which is 

(1.49) 

Fourier transforming in time, this gives the following expression for the imaginarty 

part of the electrical conductivity, 

2 
0"(0.) = ns e 

mn (1.50) 

which is infinite at zero frequency. The real part of the conductivity has a delta 

function at w = 0 which represents the supercurrent response to the applied electro-

magnetic field. Then the real part of the conductivity, which vanishes for frequencies 

less than !::J.0 , must be due to excitations from the superconducting condensate. This 

is why measurements of the real part of electrical conductivity were used before to 

probe the energy gap' and estimate its magnitude [17]. If the gap function has zeros 

the real part will not vanish at the edge of the gap; instead, t he conduction will be 

finite down to zero energy. Hence, measurements of the real part of the conductiv-

ity have been also performed to study the excitations in nodal superconductors. So, 
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whenever the electrical conductivity is mentioned in this thesis, we refer to the real 

part. 

One of the most popular measurements in superconductors nowadays is the mea

surement of thermal conduction. This is because it may precisely determine the sym

metry of the order parameter in unconventional superconductors. In general, thermal 

conduction has two major contributions: one is pure electronic and the other is due 

to phonons. In the normal state of a superconducting material, thermal conductivity 

is dominated by the electronic part which is, K;1 = aT2 + (b/T), where a and bare 

constants [18]. In the superconducting state, each contribution behaves differently: 

while the phonon conduction rises exponentially, the electronic part decreases expo

nentially. This is due to the fact that the main scatterers of phonons are electrons. 

When the temperature drops below the superconducting transition temperature, the 

density of electrons will reduce by ·Cooper pairing. Hence, the thermal resistance 

will decrease considerably, and an abrupt rise in the phonon's thermal conductivity 

appears. This is, of course, accompanied by a decrease in the electronic thermal 

conductivity. At low temperatures, the phonon thermal conductivity will decrease 

because of several scattering mechanisms, like crystal boundaries. So, a maximum 

will appear in the phonons thermal conduction in the superconducting phase. 

If the energy gap has nodes, the electronic part of the thermal conductivity will 

decrease as a power law at low temperatures. This slowing-down depression of the 

thermal conductivity, compared to the case of conventional superconductors, is due 

to the low energy excitations at the nodes. 
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1.5 Nodal superconductors 

In almost all unconventional superconductors, the energy gap has nodes at the Fermi 

surface. At low energy and temperature, quasiparticles can be easily excited at the 

position of nodes. Consequently, the density of states and all thermodynamic and 

transport properties will be dominated by those nodal quasiparticles. For this reason, 

it is a good approximation to consider only the regions in k-space close to the gap 

nodes for calculating various quantities at low temperature. This is usually done 

by changing the summation to integration over separate regions around each node 

and adding after that the contributions from all nodes. Also, it is convenient to 

set a new coordinate system in momentum space defined at the position of node. 

The position of the nodes can be found by setting the gap function equal to zero. 

A Taylor expansion at the position of nodes is crucial, since this determines how 

the gap function vanishes on the Fermi surface. For example, we get totally different 

results between a gap vanishing line~ly (cusp nodes) and a gap vanishing with higher 

powers. 

In superconductors with lines of nodes, the density of states and related quantities 

will be different from superconductors with an isotropic gap. As an example, in high 

Tc superconductors the order parameter has d-wave pairing symmetry characterized 

by four cusp line nodes on the Fermi surface. For a pure sample, the density of states 

will be linear in energy 

N(w) = _tj_ 
1fVpVg 

(1.51) 

where v9 is the slope of the energy gap at the node (the gap velocity) and Vp is 

the Fermi velocity. Consequently, the electronic specific heat behaves as T 2 at low 

temperature. Also, nuclear spin lattice relaxation rate does not show a Hebel-Slichter 

peak below Tc and at low temperatures it goes like T 3
. 
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If the sample contains nonmagnetic impurities, the above expression for the den-

sity of states will be significantly modified and become more complicated [19] . At zero 

energy, the density of states will be finite and proportional to the impurity scattering 

rate ro, 

(1.52) 

where Po is a cutoff in energy. As a result, nonmagnetic impurities will act as pair 

breakers for the superconducting condensate in addition to scattering off quasiparti-

cles. Those impurity-induced quasiparticles can be easily detected in low energy, low 

temperature measurements like electrical and thermal conductivities. 

Calculations of the impurity-induced transport coefficients in d-wave supercon-

ductors, using the Kubo formula [22] have been done recently [19]. Universal conduc

tivities (independent of impurity scattering rate) have been predicted for isotropic 

impurity scattering potential (bare bubble approximation). On the other hand, when 

the impurity scattering potential is anisotropic (vertex corrections), electrical con

ductivity becomes nonuniversal but thermal conductivity remain universal. In other 

words, the results are 

(1.53) 

for electrical conductivity, where f3vc is the vertex correction factor which is equal one 

in the bare bubble limit, and 

Ko = k~ [VF + Vg l· 
T 3 Vg Vp 

(1.54) 

for thermal conductivity. In each case (isotropic and anisotropic scattering) , the 

Wiedemann-Franz law u~ = "~~";:Js is violated, although the deviations are very small 

[19]. In addition to vertex corrections, which appear in electrical conductivity but not 
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in thermal conductivity, violation of Wiedemann-Franz law also arises while deriving 

the transport currents using the mean field Hamiltonian. The expression for the heat 

current has a term proportional to the gap velocity which is absent in the electrical 

current. In this thesis, this term is assumed to be very small and has been neglected 

right from the beginning. 

Usually, the current-current correlation funct ion ITret(O), which appears in the 

Kubo formulas [23], is diagrammatically represented by a fermion-bubble, as shown 

in Fig. 1.4. The upper and lower lines are in bold, indicating a fully dressed (self 

Figure 1.4: Fully dressed fermion-bubble which represents the current-current corre

lation function. The upper and lower lines (bold) represent the dressed propagators, 

and dressed vertices are represented by the shaded areas. 

energy is included) propagators (Green's functions), and the shaded (dressed) vertices 

represent the interactions between the dressed propagators. When the interactions 

between the propagators vanishes (bare vertices), the fermion-bubble is called the 

bare bubble, as shown in Fig. 1.5. 

Figure 1.5: Bare bubble diagram, no interactions between the dressed propagators, 

which is represented by the bare vertices (no shaded areas) . 
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Detailed calculations will appear in Chapter 3, where the same formalism has been 

used to derive the transport properties for a nonunitary superconducting state with 

point nodes in the lower gap. However, since the impurity potential is assumed to be 

isotropic in k space, by assumption, only the bare bubble diagram is considered. 

1.6 Superconductors in a magnetic field 

In general, superconductors can be categorized into two classes according to their 

behavior in an applied magnetic field. The two classes are usually called type I and 

type II. At low magnetic fields, both types are perfect diamagnetic; i. e. the magnetic 

field cannot penetrate the sample and will be strongly expelled. This phenomenon is 

called Meissner effect. However, at relatively high magnetic fields, superconductivity 

will be destroyed in type . I, while a different superconducting state will arise in type 

II. While type I is characterized by a Ginzburg-Landau factor K rv 8L/~o < 1/V'i., 

in type II it is greater than 1/-/2. This means that the magnetic field penetration 

depth OL is less than the coherence length ~0 in type I, while the opposite is true in 

type II. 

In type II superconductors, raising the magnetic field above a critical value Hc1 , 

causes the sample to go into a state called vortex state (or mixed state) . In this state, 

the magnetic field partially penetrates the sample in the form of vortex lines. The 

superconducting electrons will circulate around each vortex by the effect of Lorentz 

force, speed up close to vortex lines and destroy superconductivity at vortex cores. 

Hence, this creates a normal regions in the sample while it is still in the supercon

ducting state. At magnetic fields close to Hc2 , the vortices form a triangular lattice 

which is usually called Abrikosov lattice (referring to Abrikosov [20] after his dis

covery of the vortex state); see Ref. [21] for derivation. When the magnetic field is 
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raised above the critical value Hc1, vortex lines will approach each other until the 

field reaches another critical value Hc2, where at this value, superconductivity will be 

completely destroyed. The fields Hc1 and Hc2 are called the lower and upper critical 

fields; respectively, and they are temperature dependent. 

In the vortex state, each vortex line carries a magnetic flux quantum <I>0 = ( h c/2 e), 

where h is the Planck constant, e is the electron charge, and c is the speed of light . 

This comes from the fact that the magnetic flux through a region enclosed by a 

circulating superfiow is quantized as <I> = N<I>0 , N = 1, 2, · · ·. 

In conventional superconductors, when a low magnetic field is applied such that 

Hcl :S: H « Hc2, the density of states will be nonzero at zero energy, and determined 

by the localized quasiparticles inside the vortex cores. Hence, the density of states 

will be linearly dependent on the magnetic field H . However, this is not the case 
-

for nodal superconductors (as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4) . For 

example, in superconductors with lines of nodes in the energy gap, the density of 

states is dominated by the delocalized quasiparticles generated at the nodes. 

The energy of these nodal quasiparticles will be Doppler shifted by the flow of 

the superfiuid around each vortex as w -+ w - V 8 • kn [5], where Vs = (n/2mr) /3, is 

the superfluid velocity around each vortex, r is the radial distance from the center 

of the vortex core and {3 is the vortex winding angle. This expression for V 8 is valid 

only outside the vortex at a distance equal to the coherence length ( 0 up to a cutoff 

of order the intervortex spacing R = ..j ( <I>0 / a2rr H), where a is a geometrical vortex 

lattice constant of order one and <I>0 = 2rr(5Hc2 is the magnetic flux quantum. In the 

limit of zero energy w = 0, we get an expression for the density of states in terms of 

the Doppler shifted energy. This expression is finally averaged over the vortex unit 
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cell as 

1 1R 121r Nave. (H) = R2 dr r d{3 N(O, r, {3) 
7r {o 0 

(1.55) 

where we assume a circular vortex unit cell instead of hexagonal. As a result, the 

density of states will be proportional to VH and oscillates with a period that re-

fleets the symmetry of the order parameter in a superconductor with lines of nodes. 

Similarly, other field-dependent thermodynamic and transport properties can be cal

culated, and the location of nodes can be accurately determined by analyzing the 

observed oscillations. 

Although the above treatment has been widely accepted for superconductors with 

lines of nodes, in Chapter 4 it is argued that this may not be completely valid for 

superconductors with point nodes. For example, Figs. 2 and 4 of Ref. [30] show 

the field-angle dependent thermal conductivity measurement in the superconductor 

Pr0s4Sb12 . The four-fold oscillations were ascribed to four point-nodes in the A phase 

at the [100] and [010] directions, and the two-fold oscillations to two point-nodes in 

the B phase at the [010] direction. However, it has been shown in Chapter 4 that 

these oscillations are not related at all to the number of point nodes or their locations 

on the Fermi surface. 

1.7 The heavy fermion superconductor Pr0s4Sb12 

The subject of this thesis is superconductivity in Pr0s4Sb12 ( Pr=praseodymium, 

Os=osmium, and Sb=antimony). This system has a bee structure (body center cubic) 

with space group Im3 and Th (tetrahedral) point group symmet ry [26]. The bee unit 

cell is shown in Fig. 1.6. It has three Fermi surfaces; two closed surfaces and one 

multiply connected surface upon which the heavy electrons (m* = 8me) reside [28]. 
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Figure 1.6: A unit cell of Pr0s4Sb12 , the Pr ions occupy the center and the corners. 

The Sb ion ar at the octahedron corners with 0 ions insid [27]. 

Superconductivity in Pr0s4Sb12 has many features that have attract d much interest 

since its discovery in 2002 by Bauer et al. [29]. For example, it is unconventional and 

it is the first Pr-based heavy fermion system that become super onducting. Also, it is 

the first heavy fermion superconductor among the rare-earth fill d kutterudite family 

RT4X12 (R= rare earth; T = Fe, Ru or Os; X= P, As or Sb). Mi ro ·copically, it has 

been claimed that superconductivity could be due to quadrupol ex hange instead of 

phonons or spin fluctuations [24]. In addition, two supercondu ting phase tran it ions 

with Tc1 "' 1.89 K and Tc2 "' 1.72 K arc obs rvcd in some exp riments. For exampl , 

specifi heat shows two jumps in Fig. 2 of Ref. [42], which is a ignature of two 

2nd-ord r sup rconducting phase tran itions. Moreover, the superconducting state 
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breaks time reversal symmetry [31] and the electrons have spin triplet pairing [36] . 

FUrthermore, points of nodes in the gap function were observed as power law behavior 

in thermodynamic and transport measurements [29, 30, 32, 35, 37]. 

Hence, superconductivity in Pr0s4Sb12 is rich in many peculiar and somewhat 

obscure properties which distinguish it from other superconducting materials. 

Nevertheless the experimental results regarding superconductivity in this material 

are still contradictory and subject to extensive debate (as will be discussed in the 

next chapters). In this thesis, it will be argued that the superconducting pairing 

symmetry is well described by a three component order parameter which belongs to 

the irreducible representation Tu of the point group Th with components (17711, ii772 I,O) . 

That is, the pairing symmetry is spin triplet. This state can be reached directly from 

the normal phase or via an intermediate phase (17711,0,0), as shown in Fig. 1.1. The 

state (17711,0,0) is unitary and it is denoted as the A-phase, on the other hand, (17711, 

ii772 I,O) is nonunitary and it is denoted as the B-phase. The gap function in the A

phase is degenerate and has two linear point nodes in the [00±1] directions, whereas 

it is non-degenerate in the B-phase with four linear point nodes in the lower gap 

and a nodeless upper gap. The nodes in the lower gap are located at the directions 

[±a, ±{3, 0]. More details will be presented in Chapter 2, where a full study of the 

symmetry of the order parameter in Pr0s4Sb12 can be found. 



Chapter 2 

Symmetry properties of the nodal 

superconductor PrOs4Sb12 

2.1 Abstract 

We present a theoretical study of the superconducting gap function in Pr0s4Sb12 

using a symmetry-based approach. A three-component order parameter in the triplet 

channel best describes superconductivity. The gap function is non-degenerate and 

the lower branch has four cusp nodes at unusual points of the Fermi surface, which 

lead to power law behaviours in the density of states, specific heat and nuclear spin 

relaxation rate. 

2.2 Introduction 

By most accounts, Pr0s4Sb12 is an unconventional superconductor [25, 29- 36]. The 

superconducting phase breaks time-reversal symmetry [31] and the paired electrons 

are in a spin triplet configuration [36]. The existence of point nodes in the super-

31 
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conducting gap function is indicated by power law behaviour in the temperature de

pendencies of specific heat [29, 35], penetration depth [32], thermal conductivity [30], 

and Sb-NQR (Sb nuclear quadrupole resonance) [37]; however other experiments 

find the gap function to be nodeless [38- 40]. Two distinct features in the specific 

heat [31, 41, 42] and other measurements [30, 32, 43-46] were initially interpreted as 

two phase transitions involving a change in symmetry of the superconducting order 

parameter, but recently these results have been ascribed to sample inhomogeneity or 

two-band superconductivity [47- 50]. On the theoretical side, several phenomenologi

cal unconventional order parameters have been proposed [51- 54] and unconventional 

pairing mechanisms have been studied [55, 56] . In light of all these intriguing and 

somewhat contradictory findings, it is not surprising that the only consensus on the 

symmetry of the superconducting order parameter is that it is probably unconven

tional. 

In this study, we will consider the results of a strict analysis of symmetry and 

symmetry-breaking described by Landau theory [7, 10, 12]. According to this ap

proach, the order parameter which describes the normal to superconducting phase 

transition must belong to one of the ~rreducible representations of the crystallographic 

point group. Each irreducible representation yields a limited number of superconduct

ing phases. The most convenient and accurate way to label the various phases is by 

their symmetry groups. All of the superconducting symmetry groups are subgroups 

of the normal phase symmetry G x U x K , where G is the point group of the crystal, 

U is U(l) gauge (phase) symmetry and K is time-reversal. Some of the subgroups in

clude elements which are non-trivial combinations of phases, time reversal and point 

group elements. As described by Sigrist and Ueda [7] and Volovik and Gor'kov [10], 

strong spin-orbit coupling is assumed in this classification scheme. 

The point group symmetry of Pr0s4Sb12 is Th (tetrahedral) , which has a one-
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dimensional representation A9 ,u, a two-dimensional representation E9 ,u and a three

dimensional representation T9 ,u, in each of the singlet (subscripted by g) and triplet 

(subscripted by u) channels. The A9 order parameter describes a "conventional" or 

"s-wave" superconductor. It is associated with a single, fully gapped superconducting 

phase. The Au order parameter describes triplet superconductivity, also with a single, 

fully gapped superconducting phase. The A9,u phases have symmetry T x K , where T 

is the tetrahedral point group. The E9 ,u and T9 ,u order parameters are each associated 

with more than one superconducting phases, corresponding to different symmetries. 

The E9,u order parameters describe three different superconducting phases, of which 

two are accessible from the normal state via a second order phase transition, while 

the T9 ,u order parameters describe nine different superconducting phases, of which 

four are accessible from the normal state. The symmetry properties of all of these 

states and their corresponding gap nodes are given in Table 1.2. 

The order parameter which best describes experiments is Tu, the three compo

nent order parameter in the triplet channel. Broken time reversal symmetry rules 

out the A9 ,u order parameters. The E9 ,u phase that is accessible from the normal 

phase and that breaks time reversal symmetry is T(D2 ), which has point nodes 

in the (111) directions which are not indicated in any experiment. The T9 phases 

which are accessible from the normal state have either time reversal symmetry, line 

nodes, or nodes in the (111) directions, leaving Tu as the only possibility. There are 

two Tu phases accessible from the normal phase that break time reversal symmetry: 

C3(E) and D2 (E); the former has nodes in the (111) directions, leaving the phase 

D2(E) as the most likely candidate. The elements of the symmetry group D 2(E) 

are {E, Ci_K, U1 (1r)C~K, U1(1r)C2}, where E is the identity, U1(1r) are phases, C~ are 

rotations of 7f about the i-axis, and K is time reversal. The triplet D 2(E) phase has 

four point nodes in the [±a, ±{3, 0] directions. The proof that D 2 (E) has nodes in 
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the triplet channel is given in the Appendix. 

The issue of whether there are two different superconducting phases (as suggested 

by specific heat and thermal conductivity experiments [30, 31 , 41-44]) or only one 

(according to the two-band superconductivity scenario [47- 50]) is to some extent 

by-passed by a fluke of Landau theory: the D2(E) phase is accessible via second 

order phase transitions both directly from the normal phase and via an intermediate 

phase D2 ( 0 2) x !C. Thus it is a viable candidate for either situation. Therefore, 

we identify D2(02) x IC as the 'A-phase' and D2(E) as the 'B-phase', and we will 

consider both the case when the A-phase is present and the case when the A-phase 

is absent on the phase diagram. Note that the elements of the group D2 (C2 ) x IC are 

{E, Oi, U(rr)C~, U(rr)02} x IC and that D2 (E) is a subgroup of D2(02 ) x !C. 

Recently, microscopic weak coupling theory has been applied to tetrahedral su

perconductors [57, 58], and it was shown that the phase D 2(02) x IC is stable, while 

D2 (E) is not [58]. This is apparently in disagreement with the observation of broken 

time reversal symmetry, which means either that Pr0s4Sb12 is a strong coupling su

perconductor, as claimed in Refs. [40,42,46,49] or that the B-phase is better described 

as a D 2( 0 2 ) x IC phase. We shall not pursue this possibility here, apart from noting 

that there are still issues whose resolution may change the conclusions of this work. 

2.3 The Superconducting Gap Function 

The superconducting gap function is a 2 x 2 matrix in pseudospin space, 

Li(k) = ia-y 'l/J (k) = ( 
0 

'1/J (ok ) ) 
- '1/J (k) 

(2.1) 
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in the singlet channel, and 

- ( -d (k) + id (k ) d (k ) ) ~(k) = i[u · d(k) ]uy = x Y z 
dz(k ) dx(k ) + idy(k) 

(2.2) 

in the triplet channel, where '!f;(k ) and d(k ) are even and odd functions of k , respec-

tively. For singlet pairing, the gap function is given by 

~(k) = /1/J(k)/, (2.3) 

while for triplet pairing the gap function may be non-degenerate, 

(2.4) 

where q(k) = id(k) x d*(k). When d(k ) is real q(k ) vanishes and the gaps are 

degenerate and unitary. Otherwise, the gap is non-degenerate and the lowest energy 

branch has a cusp where ·the two branches meet. 

The gap function may be expanded in terms of the basis functions for a single 

representation of the point group, 

1/J(k) - 2::: 'f/i 'l/Ji(k ) 

d(k) - 2::: 'f/idi(k) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

where 1/Ji(k) and di(k ) are basis functions for even (spin-singlet) and odd (spin-triplet) 

representations of the point group, respectively, and 'f/i are components of the order 

parameter. For the remainder of this work we will limit our discussion to the three 

component order parameter in the triplet channel Tu. An appropriate set of basis 

functions for this representation are [12] 

(2.7) 
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where a and b are arbitrary real numbers. More general forms, which include higher 

orders in k , are considered in the Appendix. 

The phases associated with each representation are minima of the Landau po

tential, which is expanded in terms of the order parameter. The transformation 

properties of the basis functions (2. 7) get transferred to the order parameter, and 

the Landau potential is constructed to be invariant under all operations of the space 

group, gauge transformations and time reversal. The Landau potential also deter

mines which phases are connected by second order phase transitions. A complete anal

ysis of the Landau potentials for the tetrahedral point group Tis given in Ref. [12] . 

The three component order parameter (ry1 , ry2 , ry3 ), defined by (2.6) and (2.7), has four 

phases which are accessible from the normal state by a second order phase transition, 

(0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1), (1, e2
7ri/

3 , e-21ri/3) and (0, ilry2l, ITJ1I), with symmetries D2(C2) x K, 

C3 x K, C3 (E) and D 2 (E) respectively. Thus the components of the order parameter 

in the A-phase are (0, 0, 1) (or, more precisely, (0, 0, lry11)) and in the B-phase are 

(0, ilry2 l, lry11). These statements are summarised in Table 2.1. Different domains of 

each phase are obtained by permuting the components; the analysis below uses this 

particular choice of domain. A discussion of domains appears in Section 2.6. 

phase normal ~ A ~ B 

OP components (0, 0, 0) ~ (0, 0, ITJtl) ~ (0, iiTJ2 I, ITJ1I) 

symmetry group Th xU x K ~ D2(C2) x K ~ D2(E) 

Table 2.1: Order parameter (OP) components and symmetry group elements for the 

proposed normal~A~B second order phase transition sequence. Note that the A

phase can be skipped, since the B-phase is also accessible from the normal phase by 

a second order phase transition. 
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The gap function (2.4) in the A-phase, 

(2.8) 

is unitary (degenerate) and has cusp point nodes in the [001] directions, as shown in 

Fig. 2.1a. In the B-phase, the gap function is 

~±(k) = [(177II2b2 + l77212a2)k; + I77II2a2k; + I1J2I2b2k; 

±2l~dl'12llkx1Ja'b'k~ + a4k~ + b'k;] 
112 

(2.9) 

In this case the gap function is non-unitary and degenerate only where d(k ) x 

d*(k) = 0, that is, along the line kx = 0. The gap has four nodes which are 

solutions to ~- (k) = 0. When l771l2b2 > l772l2a2 the nodes are found at ky = 0 

and VI77II2b2 -11J2 I2a2kx = ±l772lbkz, shown in Figs. 2.1b)-2.1d), and when l771l2b2 < 

l77212a2 they are found at kz = 0 and Jl772l2a2- l171l2b2kx = ±l772lbky. A three di-

mensional rendering of the lower branch of the gap function is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

As discussed in the Introduction, the B-phase may evolve either from the A-phase, 

with 17721 « 17711. or directly from the normal phase, in which case 17721 ~ 1771 1. We now 

discuss these two scenarios in detail. 

The order parameter of the A-B transition is ry2 , which increases continuously 

from zero at the phase transition. The two degenerate cusp nodes in the [001] di

rections in the A-phase (Fig. 2.1a) split into four non-degenerate cusp nodes in the 

B-phase at the phase transition (Fig. 2.1b). 

The order parameter of the normal-tB transition is 17711 = 17721· In this case, 

the B-phase resembles the D4 (E) phase of octahedral systems corresponding to the 

three-dimensional representations with components (0, i, 1). In the Landau potential, 

the difference between octahedral and tetrahedral appears only in sixth order and 
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a) 

c ) 

e ) 

Figure 2.1: The gap function 6 ± ( k ) drawn over a spherical Fermi surface (bold) in 

the kx-kz plane. In a) the gap function (reel) is unitary and degenerate. In b)-e) it is 

non-unitary and non-degenerate. The lower branch 6 _(k ) (red) and t he upper branch 

6 +(k ) (blue) are both shown. a) A-phase, T/2 = 0. b) B-phase, ITJ21a = O.l iTJ1Ib. c) 

B-phase, ITJ2 1a = 0.5l ry1lb. d) B-phase, ITJ2Ia = 0.9ITJllb. e) B-phase, ITJ2 Ia = ITJ1Ib. 

higher terms in the order parameter [12] . Near the normal-to-superconclucting phase 

transition, when all components of the order parameter are small, the growth of the 

order parameter is governed by fourth order terms in the Landau potent ial, which are 

identical for octahedral and tetrahedral systems, so l172 l = ITJ1 1 at the phase transit ion 

in both cases. The difference between the gap functions of octahedral and tetrahedral 

systems wit h 3D order parameter components (0, i, 1) is clue to a difference in the basis 

functions (2.7): lal = lbl in octahedral systems. Thus the octahedral phase (0, i, 1) 

has two non-degenerate smooth nodes in the [100] directions shown in Fig. 2.1e) , 

while the tetrahedral system has four cusp nodes (Figs. 2.1b-2.1d). 
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Figure 2.2: Th gap function drawn over a spherical Fermi surface for the a) A-phas 

and b) B-phase. In a) the gap fun tion is unita ry and degen rate. In b) it is non

unitary and non-degenerate. Only the lower bra nch of th gap functi n LL (k ) i 

shown. 

T hus the ma in difference between t he two possible scenarios is t he posit ioning of 

the nodes a t the onset of the B-phase. In the normal-+A-+B c nario, the nodes will 

always b found in pairs near the [001] dir tions (Fig. 2. lb), while in the normal-+B 

scenario, the po itions of the four nodes are arbitrary (Fig. 2.lb-2.ld) an I depend on 

the parameters a and b. 
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2.4 Density of states 

The low temperature form of the density of states (DOS) in superconductors is gov

erned by the presence of nodes [7, 59, 60] . In general, cusp-like point nodes give rise 

to a quadratic dependence on energy. 

The DOS is given by [7] 

N(w) = ~ J d3 k ~b(w - E±(k )) , (2.10) 

where E±(k ) = J c:2 (k) + b.~(k) and c:(k) = :~- EF is the free part icle energy. 

2.4.1 A-phase 

The gap function of the A-phase (3.69) is unitary and non-degenerate (Fig. 2.1a). 

Since the main contributions to the integral come from the vicinity of the nodes, 

the integral over k can be split into two separate regions centred over each node, 

which are cut off such that the total integrated region in k-space equals the Brillouin 

zone [19] . The nodes are degenerate and the contributions from each node are equal, 

(2.11) 

where k11 and k1. are the momenta parallel and perpendicular to the Fermi surface at 

the node, v2k~ = l77tl 2 (a2k~ + b2 k; ), k1. = kz- kF and E (kll• k1. ) ~ Jki v} + k~v2 . 

Changing variables again and using Pl = VFkJ. = p cos e, P2 = v kll = p sine, we find 

N(w) = 

(2.12) 

(2. 13) 
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where the cutoff p0 is finally introduced in the last equation. This result is equivalent 

to the usual result for a degenerate cusp node, N(w) = w2 /rr2vFv; [60], apart from 

a factor of two because there are two degenerate nodes in our calculation. In our 

case, the gap velocity, defined by v9 = V k~( k ) is not the same in all directions since 

the node is not rotationally symmetric, and so the geometric average v9 = l771 l(ab) 112 

appears. 

Eq. 2.13 is the density of states of the phase (0, 0, 1) (D2(C2 ) x K) at low temper

atures. However, according to the considerations outlined in Section 2.2, this phase 

is identified as the A-phase, which is only found in a narrow region of phase space 

just below Hc2· Therefore, Eq. 2.13 is not expected to be observed in Pr0s4Sb12 . 

2.4.2 B-Phase 

In triplet, non-unitary phases in general, the gap function is non-degenerate, except 

along some lines on the Fermi surface. If all nodes are found in the lower energy 

branch of the gap function ~- , the higher energy branch ~+ is usually neglected. 

However, if the nodes are found near the line where the gaps are degenerate then 

both gaps should be taken into account. 

To find the density of states in the B-phase, we should consider the two different 

scenarios, normal---. A-phase-. B-phase or normal---. B-phase, separately. In the former 

scenario, 1772 1 « 1771 1, and pairs of nodes are found on opposite sides of the Fermi 

surface. The partners in each pair are very close to each other and close to the gap 

degeneracy line, as shown in Fig. 2.1 b). In this case, the higher energy gap should not 

be neglected. In the normal-.B-phase scenario, the positions of the nodes depend on 

the parameters a and b which are arbitrary. 
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normal-+ A-phase-+ B-phase 

At the onset of the B-phase 17721 « 17711, and we will assume that l771 l2b2 > l772l2a2. 

Then the pairs of nodes are found in the vicinity of [001] in the plane k11 = 0, as 

shown in Fig. 2.1 b). The integration over k-space is divided into four regions, which 

overlap for nodes within a pair. 

The gap function in the vicinity of the nodes for the case when l771 l2b2 > l772l2a2 

can be approximated by 

(2.14) 

where k~ =% k11 and 

(2.15) 

With this approximation, the '-' branch of the gap function continues smoothly to 

the '+' branch of the gap function at the line where the gap function is degenerate. 

Then two difficulties are overcome at once: both branches of the gap function are 

taken into account, and the contributions from each integration region are distinct, 

even though the regions overlap. Each region yields the same contribution to the 

density of states, 

h 2k2 _(I l2b2 1 12 2)(k'2 k'2) k _ ylrll l
2
bLI1121

2
a
2
k l112lak d E(k k ) ,....._ w ere v II - 771 - 772 a II+ II ' l. - 1'7db z=f 1'7db x an II> l. ,....._ 

J kl_ v~ + k~v2 as before. Then performing the same change of variables as in the A-

phase calculation, we find 

(2.17) 

Note that in the limit 17721 --+ 0 we recover the A-phase result , as expected. 
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normal --+ B-phase 

In this situation, near the phase transition we have 1'~711 ::::: 17721, however the positions 

of the nodes depend on the parameters a and b, which are completely undetermined. 

Then there are three possibilities to consider. The first is shown in Fig. 2.1b) , where 

the nodes appear in pairs such that the pairs are close to the gap degeneracy line (if 

lal « lbl or lbl « lal); in this case the above calculation is valid and the result (2.17) 

is obtained for 17711 :=::: 17721, 

(2.18) 

Second, when all four nodes are spaced far apart as shown in Fig. 2.1c), then the 

above calculations are again valid and the result (2.18) is obtained. 

Finally, the nodes may appear in pairs which are far away from the gap degeneracy 

line, as shown in Fig. 2.1d). In this case the above treatment is invalid. Here we have 

a crossover between N(w) "' w2 and N(w) "' lwl, which is the behaviour of the 

limiting case shown in Fig. 2.1e), i.e., the octahedral phase (0, i, 1), with smooth 

(quadratic) nodes. Such behaviour is not observed in experiments, which could mean 

that either the components of the order parameter are unequal (normal--+A-phase--+B

phase scenario) or a -=f b. 

2.5 Specific heat and nuclear spin relaxation rate 

The specific heat at low temperatures is given by [7] 

(2.19) 

Eqs. 2.13 and 2.17 yield 

(2 .20) 



~-------------------------------------------------------------- -- ---
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for the A-phase, and 

for the B-phase. 

The longitudinal nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate is given by [7] 

In the limit of small nuclear resonance frequency w0 , one finds 

(1/Tl)T 28 T 5 

(1/Tl)Tc - 157r4v~a2b2 Jr]!J 4 Tc 

in the A-phase, while in the B-phase it is 

~ 28 T 5 

a2 15 7r4v~( JrllJ2b2- Jry2 J2a2)2 Tc. 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

These expressions give the low temperature behaviour of the specific heat and 

nuclear relaxation rate in terms of the tetrahedral parameters a and b and the order 

parameter components ry1 and ry2. 

2.6 Domains 

Directional dependent measurements are the ideal way to observe the anisotropy of 

the gap function. However, such measurements may be confounded by the presence of 

domains, different regions in space where the components of the order parameter are 

interchanged. In this section we offer a brief discussion of domains for the A-phase 

and the B-phase. 

The A-phase has three different domains (1, 0, 0) , (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1), which, in 

the absence of unusual crystal shape or external fields, are all expected to be present , 
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and will lead to the observation of the full tetrahedral symmetry. Six (degenerate) 

nodes will be observed in the directions (00 ± 1). Now let us suppose that there is 

some kind of external effect along the z-axis which effectively lowers the symmetry 

from Th to D2h· In an octahedral system, either the single domain (0, 0, 1), with 

nodes in the [00 ± 1] directions will be favoured, or the other two domains, (1, 0, 0) 

and (0, 1, 0) will be favoured. In the latter case, four nodes would be observed in the 

directions [±100] and [0 ± 10]. However, because the crystal symmetry of Pr0s4Sb12 

is tetrahedral to begin with, any axial perturbation will lift the degeneracy of all three 

domains, any of which could be favoured. Therefore, in the A-phase, if all domains 

are present then tetrahedral symmetry with six nodes will be observed. Otherwise, 

only one domain is present, the symmetry will be D2 ( C2), with two nodes. It is not 

likely that two out of three domains would be present in the A-phase, but could be 

possible if they were very close in energy. 

The same arguments also hold for the more complicated B-phase. Three domains 

are possible [61], with twelve non-degenerate nodes. If there is a single domain, then 

the symmetry is D2(E) , and four nodes will be present. 

2. 7 Conclusions 

In this study, we have attempted to give a physical description and comparison of the 

sequences of phase transitions normal---? D2 (C2 ) x K---? D2 (E) and normal---?D2 (E), 

which we identify with the phase transitions seen in experiments, normal---?A---?B 

or normal---?B, respectively. Although this description is derived entirely from basic 

considerations of symmetry, a complicated gap structure emerges with several unusual 

features. First, the positions of the nodes in the B-phase are not located on any 

symmetry axes. Although this is allowed by symmetry to occur in crystals with other 
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point groups, such a feature has never before been considered. Second, because the 

B-phase is triplet and non-unitary, there are two non-degenerate gaps. The only 

known example of this is Sr2Ru04 , but in that case the two gaps remain close in 

energy [8]. In Pr0s4 Sb12 , for a direct normal-+B transition, the energy difference is 

not necessarly small. Finally, the proposed A-+ B transition, which is characterised by 

the splitting into two of the degenerate nodes of the the A-phase, is highly unusual. 

In summary, we have proposed phase transition sequences in accordance with ex

perimental evidence available to date and studied its basic properties. Superconduc

tivity is best-described by a three component order parameter in the t riplet channel. 

The superconducting phase has D2(E) symmetry, is non-unitary, and has four cusp 

nodes at unusual points on the Fermi surface. The presence of nodes leads to a 

quadratic dependence on energy in the density of states, and power law behaviour 

in the specific heat and nuclear spin relaxation rate. There is also a second, higher 

energy, nodeless gap which may be experimentally accessible. 
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2.8 Appendix A: Proof of the existence of nodes 

in the D2(E) phase in the triplet channel 

In Section 2.3, we found the gap function using basis functions given by (2. 7), and 

order parameter components (0, il772 l, !7711). The gap function takes the form (3.70), 

which vanishes either in the plane ky = 0 at the points defined by JI7J1I2 b2 - I7J2I2a2 kx = 
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±I1J2Ibkz when I7Jd 2b2 > I1J2I 2a2, or in the plane kz = 0 at the points Jl772l2a2 -I7J1I2b2kx = 

±I1J2Ibky when I7Jtl 2b2 < I1J2I 2a2. In Section 2.3 , only p-wave pairing (basis functions 

linear in k) was considered. In order to rigorously demonstrate the existence of nodes 

all possible higher order pairings must be included in the basis functions. We now 

consider this most general case. 

The most general form for the basis functions of the representation T in Th is 

dl -

d2 -

d3 -

-

(f(kx, ky, kz), g(kx , ky, kz), h(kx , ky, kz)) 

(h(ky, kz,-kx), J(ky, kz, kx), g(ky , kz, kx)) 

(h', j', g') 

(g(kz, kx,ky),h(kz , kx,ky),j(kz , kx,ky) 

(g") h") f") 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

where f(k) is odd ink, g(kx , ky , kz) is odd in kz and even in kx and ky, and h(kx, ky, kz) 

is odd in ky and even in kx and kz. Eventually, we will find solutions to lL(k) = 0 

where one of the k's is zero (in agreement with the particular case of lowest order in 

k basis functions (2.7)), so we set f(k) = 0 now. 

Using (2.4), (2.6) and (2.25-2.27) one finds 

~~ - 17711 2(9"2 + h"2) + I7J2I 2(g'2 + h'2) 

- 2I7Jdl7721/h"2g'2 + g"2g'2 + h"2h'2. 

Case 1: ky = 0: g" vanishes and 

Nodes are found where ~- = 0, or where the function 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 
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vanishes. 

Case 2: kz = 0: h' vanishes and 

(2.31) 

Nodes are found where l:l, _ = 0, or where the function 

vanishes. 

We have 

c/>I(kx, 0) - h2(0, kx, 0) - ~~::: g2 (0, 0, kx) 

c/J1 (0, kz) 17721
2 

2( ) -
1771

l2h O,kz, O <0 

c/J2(kx, 0) - ~~:::g2 (0 , 0, kx)- h2(0, kx, 0) 

- -¢1 (kx, 0) 

¢2(0, ky) - -g2(0, 0, ky) < 0 

If ¢1(kx, 0) > 0, then </>1(kx, kz) changes sign, i.e., there is a node of l:l, _ in the ky = 0 

plane somewhere between the positions (kx, 0, 0) and (0, 0, kz). Symmetry requires 

that there be (at least) four nodes on the Fermi surface. If </>1(kx, 0) < 0, then 

¢2 (kx, ky) changes sign, i.e., there are four nodes in the kz = 0 plane. 

Thus we have proved that, in general, the triplet phase with order parameter 

components (0, il772l, 17711) has four nodes in either the plane ky = 0 or kz = 0 at the 

positions [±a, 0, ±,8] or [±a, ±,8, OJ; where a and ,B depend on the particular form 

of the basis functions. These nodes are "approximate", in the sense that they are a 

consequence of symmetry and follow from the most general basis functions for the T 

representation. These nodes are also "rigorous", since the state (0, il772l, l77d) couples 

to no secondary superconducting order parameters [12]. 



---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Chapter 3 

Impurity induced density of states 

and residual transport in 

nonunitary superconductors 

3.1 Abstract 

We obtain general expressions for the residual density of states, electrical conductivity 

and thermal conductivity for non-unitary superconductors due to impurity scattering. 

We apply the results to the so-called 'B phase' of Pr0s4Sb12 , which we describe using 

a non-unitary gap function derived from symmetry considerations. The conductivity 

tensor has inequivalent diagonal components due to off-axis nodal positions which 

may be detectable in experiments. 

49 
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3.2 Introduction 

Non-unitary pairing in superfiuids was first described by Leggett [62], but the A1 

phase of 3He is the only well-established example of this, so far . However, recently 

non-unitary pairing was observed in the heavy fermion superconductor Pr0s4Sb12 by 

Aoki et al [31] , A physically significant consequence of non-unitary pairing is a lifting 

of the degeneracy of the superconducting energy gap, so that two different energy 

gap branches, both of which are anisotropic, are observable. Mult i-gap behaviour has 

been observed in Pr0s4Sb12 [47- 50, 63-65] but so far this has mainly been at tributed 

to multi-band superconductivity, and gap splitting due to non-unit ary pairing has 

received little consideration, in spite of numerous citations of Aoki et al. 's results. 

Superconductivity in Pr0s4Sb12 is believed to be unconventional [25, 29- 37]. The 

paired electrons are in a spin triplet configuration [36] , and the superconducting 

state has broken time reversal symmetry and is non-unitary [31]. Low temperature 

power law behaviour, indicative of the presence of nodes in the gap function, has 

been observed in thermodynamic and transport measurements [29, 30, 32, 35, 37], but 

some experiments have found the gap function to be nodeless [38- 40, 49]. Other 

experiments observed two superconducting phases, possibly wit h different symme

tries [30-32, 41- 46], suggesting a multi-component superconducting order parameter. 

These two phases are known as the "A phase" and the "B phase". If it exists, the 

A phase occupies only a small region of the phase diagram just below Hc2(T ). Thus, 

most measurements, including those cited above, have probed the B phase. 

The three dimensional representation Tu of the point group Th best describes 

superconductivity in Pr0s4Sb12 [12, 66] . This representation yields several supercon

ducting phases, of which four are accessible from the normal st ate by a second order 

phase transition. We have previously identified the states D2 (C2 ) x K and D2(E), 
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with order parameter components (0, 0, 11711) and (0, il172 1, 1171 J), as the A phase and 

B phase, respectively [12, 66]. Here, D2 ( C2) is the symmetry group with elements 

{E, C2, U(?T)C~, U(7r)C2} while D2(E) = {E, C2!C, U1 (7r)C~!C, U1
(7r)C2} [12] . The 

corresponding gap functions are unitary for the A phase, with two point nodes in the 

[00±1] directions, and nonunitary for the B phase, with four nodes on unusual points 

on the Fermi surface, [O,±a,±,B]. 

Low temperature transport is an effective probe for the symmetry of the gap 

function [19, 67- 70]. Impurities induce and scatter quasi particles at the nodes and 

the conductance remains finite even in the limit of zero frequency and temperature. 

Usually, two limiting cases of impurity scattering are considered, the "Born limit" 

(weak scattering) and the "unitary limit" (strong scattering). The unitary limit is 

associated with non-magnetic substitutions of magnetic ions in heavy fermion super

conductors [71- 74]. The self-energy due to isotropic impurity scattering is obtained 

from the T-matrix [71, 74], ~(k,w) = (ni/?TNn)T(k, k,w), where ni is the impurity 

concentration, Nn is the density of states in the normal state, and the T-matrix is the 

self-consistent solution to T(w) = V +VG0(w)T(w), where Vis the impurity potential, 

Go(w) = (1/?TNn) Lk G(k,w) and G(k,w) is the electronic Green's function in the 

superconducting state. The self-energy is then ~(w) = (ni/?TNn)G
0
(w)j[c2 - G6(w)], 

where c is related to the phase shift, c = cot 00 . In unitary limit c -+ 0, while c-+ oo 

in the Born limit. The main result of this approach is a renormalisation of the fre

quency w -+ w - if(w) due to impurity scattering. We will use this result to find 

impurity induced residual density of states and transport coefficients. 

The outline of this chapter is as follows: in Sec. 3.3 we define the gap function, 

the mean field Green's functions and spectral functions. In Sees. 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 we 

derive general expressions for the impurity induced quasiparticle density of states, the 

electrical conductivity and the thermal conductivity in a nonunitary superconducting 
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state. In Sec. 3.7 we apply our results to the nonunitary B phase in Pr0s4Sb12 , and 

we summarise our results in Sec. 3.8. 

3.3 Mean Field Results 

In the following we state the main results of the mean field treatment of an effective 

pairing Hamiltonian (see Ref. [7] for details). 

The gap function is a 2 x 2 matrix in pseudospin space. For triplet pairing it can 

be parametrised in terms of an odd pseudovectorial function d( k) as 

(3.1) 

When L5.k3.t is proportional to the unit matrix, the pairing is said to be "unitary". 

Non-unitary pairing occurs only in the triplet channel and only when qk = idk x die#-

0. Non-unitary states necessarily have broken time reversal symmetry. However, note 

that, for example, pairing of the form d k = (kx +iky)z (proposed for Sr2Ru04 ) breaks 

time reversal symmetry but is unitary. The quasiparticle energies are 

[ 
2 A 2 ] 1/ 2 

Ek± = ck + uk± (3.2) 

where 

(3.3) 

Thus, non-unitary pairing lifts the gap degeneracy. 

For triplet pairing, the normal and anomalous quasiparticle Green's functions 

are [7, 75] 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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It is useful to expand these expressions as 

G(k, w) = 

(3.6) 

F(k,w) = 

(3.7) 

where 

2 1 [ € k ) vk± =- 1---
2 Ek± 

(3.8) 

are the extended coherence factors for this particular state. Note that the following 

identity has been used in deriving the above expressions 

(3.9) 

where Qk · dk = 0 because Qk ..L d k. The self-energy can be included by replacing iwn. 

with iwn- .E(iwn). The retarded self-energy is .Eret(w) = .E(iwn --t w + ic5) = -i f(w) 

where the real part is assumed to be frequency independent and absorbed in the 

chemical potential. 
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The spectral function A c ( k , w) (and similarly A F ( k , w)) is defined by 

(3.10) 

Usually, the spectral function is just -~c;J(;ret(k ,w), but in this case, becaus the 

Green's function has a complex numerator, the spectral function must be extracted 

more carefully. Using (3.6) and (3.7), one finds 

(3.12) 

with the spectral functions in hand, we can proceed to calculate the density of states 

and the transport coefficients. 
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3.4 Density of states 

The quasiparticles density of states can be defined in terms of the spectral function 

as 

(3.13) 
k 

using (3.11) we find the general expression for the density of states in a nonuni tary 

superconductor, 

N(w) = 2:::: [u~±6(w- Ek±) + Vk±&(w + Ek±)] (3.14) 
k,± 

in the absence of impurities. For small w, in the vicinity of the gap node, we have 

Vk± ~ 0, uk± ~ 1, and (3.14) is reduced to [7] 

N(w) ~ 2:::: 6(w - Ek±). 
k,± 

When the impurities are included the density of states becomes 

N w ~ r(w) ~ [ 1 ] 
( ) 1r ~ (w- Ek±)2 + P(w) · k,± 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

It is clear from (3.16) that the residual density of states depends on the impurity 

concentration through the self-energy r(O). 

3.5 Electrical conductivity 

The de electrical conductivity is defined by the Kubo formula [23] 

where 

(j = _ lim ~ITret(fl) 
n- o n (3.17) 

(3.18) 
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is the current-current correlation function. The electrical current is defined by 

. ) _ ze [ t ) t J J(r , T - -
2 

- 'I/J5 (r , r)V 'I/Js(r , T - V 'lj;
5
(r , r)'I/Js(r , r) 

ffi* 

where m* is the effective mass. In second quantization form we get 

Evaluating the time order bracket, we get 

so, 

( TTcl+q,s( T) Ck,s( T )cl'-q,s' (0) Ck',s' (0)) 

( TTck,s(r)cl, - q,s'(O)) ( TTck',s'(O)cl+q,s(r)) 

+ (TTck',s'(O)ck,s(r)) ( TTcl+q,s(r)cl,-q,s'(O)) 

Fourier transform in time, t he current-current correlation funct ion becomes 

e
2 

1 [ 
- m•2 I: I: -g :2::: - ok'.k+q[k + q/2Hk'- q/2J 

k,k' s,s' iwn 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

The current-current correlation function in the bare bubble approximat ion is therefore 

e2 ""' [ q] 2 1 """ - . - . . m•2 6 k + 2 -g 6 Tr[G(k, Zwn)G(k + q, ZWn + zDn) 
k iwn 

+F(k , iwn)Ft(k + q, iwn +iOn)]. (3.25) 

The conductivity vanishes when the self-energy is absent, and the contribution from 

the anomalous part vanishes even when the self-energy is included. In the limit q -t 0 
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the correlation function is 

"""' 1 "' - -e
2 ~ VFVF '"ffi ~ Tr[G(k, iwn)G(k, iwn +iOn) 

k iwn 

+F(k, iwn)Ft (k, iwn +iOn)]. (3.26) 

To evaluate this correlation function we follow the approach of Refs. [23) and [19) and 

rewrite the Green's function in terms of the spectral function (3.11) and sum over 

Matsubara frequencies. 

G(k iw ) = 100 

dw' A~ ( w') 
' n . I' 

_ 00 ZWn- W 

- 1 oo Ac(w") 
G(k, iwn +iOn) = dw". k·o , (3.27) -oo 'lWn + 'l n - W 

8=2."" 1 
{3 ~ [iwn- w'][iwn +iOn- w"] 

tWn 

suming over Matsubara frequency yields (see Appendix), 

nF(w')- nF(w") s = --'--=------=--_:_ 

This eventually leads to 

w'- w" +iOn 

nF(w') - nF(w") 
Sret = w' - w" + n + ib 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

--rre
2 ~ VFVF 1: dw'Tr[A~(w')A~(w' + 0) + Af(w')Ak(w' + 0)] 

x [nF(w')- nF(w' + 0)]. (3.32) 

Then the de electrical conductivity (3.17) is 

-rre
2 L VFVF 100 

dw'Tr[A~(w')A~(w') + Ak(w')Ak(w')] 
k -oo 

a= 

x [-an;~~')]. (3.33) 
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In the limit T---+ 0 we have -an;~~' ) = o(w'), and the conductivity is 

Ci = 1re
2 I: vFvFTr[Af(o)Af(o) + Ak(O)Ak(O)J . 

k 
(3.34) 

from Eq. (3.12) we see that Ak' (0) = 0, so the second term in the trace will vanish. 

Using (3.11) we finally obtain the conductivity for a non-unitary superconductor, 

_ e
2f6 [ 1 1 ] 

0' = --;- I: VFVF (f2 + £2 )2 + (f2 + £2 )2 
k 0 k- 0 k+ 

where f 0 = f(w = 0). 

3.6 Thermal conductivity 

The de thermal conductivity is defined by the Kubo formula [19] 

~ = _]__lim S'ITret(fl). 
T T 2 n-o 0 

The heat current is 

.( ) = __ 1_ 2::: [aV;!(r ,r) V ·'· ( ) V ·J.t( )aV;s(r,r)] Jr ,r a 'f's r ,r + '+'sr,r a 2m* r r 
s 

which can be written in second quantization form as 

j (r , r) = 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

- _ 1_ I: [ 'k acl',s ( r) ( ) i(k- k') ·r - 'k' t ( ) ack,s ( r) i(k- k')·r] (3 38) 
'l a Ck s T e 'l Ck' s T a e . 2m* r ' · r k,k',s 

where 

V;8 (r , r) = 2: Ck,s(r)eik·r 
k 

has been used. Fourier transforming in space, we get 

(3.39) 

--
1
- ~ [ik acl,,s(r) Ck s(r)O(k - k'- q)- ik 'ct , ack,s(r) O(k - k' - q)] 

2m• 6 ar . k ,s ar k,k',s 

1 I:[· acL(r) . t ack+q.s(r )] - - - z[k + q] a Ck+qs(r) - zk Ck
8
(r) a · 2m• r ' · r k,s 

(3.40) 
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This form is similar to ( 4.17) in Ref. [19] except that we have neglected the term 

proportional to the gap velocity, which we assume to be much smaller than the Fermi 

velocity. The time order bracket can be solved as folows, 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

adding to the right hand side the zero term 

0 = i5(T -T
1

)([4',s' (T
1
),ck+q,s(T)]) (3.44) 

b'(T - T
1

) ( cL,,s,(T1)C~c+q,s(T))- b'(T- T1
) ( Ck+q,s(T)ct ,,s,(T1

)) (3.45) 

ae ( T - T
1

) 1 t I ) ae ( T - T1
) 1 t I ) 

- - BT1 \ Ck' ,AT )ck+q,s(T) + BT1 \ ck+q,s(T)ck',s'(T) 

(3.46) 
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so Eq. (3 .43) becomes 

(3.47) 

similarly, one can prove that all derivatives can be taken out of the averages, so Eq. 

(3.42) can be written as 

I ocL('r) ocl',s'(r' ) I ) 

\ Tr or Ck+q,s(r) or' Ck'- q,s'(r ) = 

- 0~, (rrck+q,s(r)cl,,Ar'))! (rrck'-q,s'(r')cl,s(r)) 

+ (Trck'- q,s'(r')ck+q,s(r))! 0~, ( Trcl,s(r)ct, ,s,(r')) (3.48) 

and in terms of the Green's functions, Eq. (3.48) becomes 

I ocL(r) ocl,,Ar') I ) 

\ Tr or Ck+q,s(r) or' Ck'- q,s'(r) = 

- <5(k + q - k') !:lo Gss'(k + q, r, r') ~ Gs's(k , r', r) 
ur' ur 

+<5(k' + k )Fs's(k + q , r' , r): !:1° F!
8
,(k , r, r') (3.49) 

urur' 

using the following derivatives 

!:lo Gss'(k + q , r, r') =-o( 
0 

) Gss'(k + q , r- r') =-: Gss'(k + q , r) (3 .50) 
u~ r-~ ~ 

0 0 o2 o2 

or or' =-o(r- r') 2 - or2 

then Eq. (3.49) will have the following form 

I ocl,s(r) oct,,s,(r') I ) 

\ Tr or Ck+q,s ( r) or' Ck'- q,s' ( r ) = 

<5(k + q - k')! Gss'(k + q , r)! Gs's(k , -r) 

- <5(k' + k )Fs's(k + q, -r) ! 2

2 
F}

8
,(k , r) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 
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similarly, we can work out the other brackets in Eq. (3.41), the results are 

(T acl.s(T) ( ) t ( ' )ack1-q,s1(T' ) ) _ T £:) Ck+q s T ckl sl T £:) -

uT ' ' ur' 

f}2 
6(k + q - k' )G881(k + q , r) 

072
Gs1s(k, -T) 

-6(k' + k)! Fs~s(k + q, -r)! F
8
t
8
1(k , T) (3.54) 

(T t ( )ack+q,s (r) acl1,s1(r') I I( ')) = 
Tck,s T OT OT' Ck - q,s T 

f}2 
6(k + q- k') 

072 
Gss~(k + q , r)Gs~s(k, -r) 

-6(k' + k)! Fs1s(k + q , -r)! F}8~(k, T) (3.55) 

(T t ( )ack+q,s(T) t ( ')ack'- q,s'(r') ) _ 
Tck s T £:) ckl s' T £:) -' uT ' ur' 

6(k + q- k')! Gss'(k + q , r)! Gs1s(k , -r) 

-6(k' + k) ::2 Fs1s(k + q , -T)F}Ak , r) (3.56) 

inserting into Eq. (3.41) and Fourier transforming in time we get 

1{3 dTeinnT (TTjq(r)j- q(r')) = 

4~*2 2::, ~ ~ [ [ -2k[k + q]iw~[-iw~- i.On] + k2[-iw~- i.On] 2 + [k + q) 2 [iw~J 2] 
k,s,s lWn 

XG881(k + q, iw~ + iDn)Gs's(k , -iw~) + [2k[k + q]iw~[-iw~- iDn] 

-k2 [iw~J 2 + [k + q) 2[-w~- i fln] 2]Fs1s(k + q , -iw~)F}8,(k , iw~ + iDn)] (3.57) 

taking the limit q ~ 0 we get 

f f3 . [ k ]
2 

1 [ iD ]
2 

lo dre
10

"T (TT jq(r)j- q(r')) = 2::, ffi* -g I: iWn + 
2 
n 

k,s,s tWn 

X [ G ,, ( k , iwn + inn)G ,,, ( k, -iwn) - F,,, ( k , -iwn) F;,, ( k , iwn + ifln)] 

(3.58) 
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The current-current correlation function is then 

1 ""' [ iO ]
2 

- --g ~ VFVF iwn + T Tr[Gk(iwn + iOn)Gk( -iwn) 
k,tWn 

-Fk(-iwn)F~(iwn +iOn)] (3.59) 

As in the electrical conductivity, the anomalous part does not contribute to the ther-

mal conductivity. Again, the correlation function is expressed in terms of the spectral 

function as 

where 

(3.61) 

this summation can be easily evaluated (see Appendix) , the result is 

w' + w"- iOn 
(3.62) 

and the retarded S will be 

(3.63) 

inserting into Eq. (3.60) and taking the imagiary part we get 

~ vFvF 1: dw'Tr[A~(w' Hl)A~( -w')J [w' + ~r 
[nF(w' + 0) - nF(w')J. (3.64) 

Substituting this into the Kubo formula (3.36) and evaluating in the limit 0 ---+ 0 and 

T ---+ 0, we find 

~ L . 100 

I [A-c( ') -c( ')] 12 [ onF(w')] - = VFVF Inn dw Tr k w Ak - w w - !:l 
T r-o 00 uw' 

k -

(3.65) 
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at low temperatures the integrand peaks at zero frequency, Taylor expanding at w' = 0 

and noting that 

(3.66) 

we get 
- 2 
"" n 2 "'"""' - c - c T = 3kB ~ VFVFTr [Ak (O)Ak (0)]. 

k 

(3.67) 

Comparing (3.34) and (3.67) we can see that the Wiedemann-Franz law a-~ = ~:f 

is satisfied. Explicitly, the thermal conductivity is 

(3.68) 

3. 7 Application to Pr0s4Sb12 

As discussed in the Introduction, we assume that the gap function for the A phase is 

(3.69) 

where a and bare undetermined constants, while for the B phase it has the form 

~k± = [ [I77II 2b2 + l112 l
2
a

2
] k; + I77II2a

2k; + l112l
2b2k; 

±2l~d l~2 llk, I J a'b'k; + a4 k; + b' k; ]'/' (3. 70) 

which is non-degenerate [66] . The gap function in the A phase is unitary and has 

two cusp point nodes in the [00± 1] directions. The lower branch of the B phase 

gap function has four point nodes which are in the ky = 0 plane at the positions 

JI77II2b2 - 1112l2a2kx = ±l112 lbkz if I77I I2b2 > l112l2a2; else they are in the kz = 0 plane. 

We will assume the former in our calculations. Since we are interested in the very 

low temperature regime, we will consider only the B phase. 
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The gap fun tion of the B phase in the vicinity of nodes can b - linearised as 

(3.71) 

(3.72) 

k11 and k1. (us d below) are momenta parallel and perpendicular to the Fermi surface 

at the node. The upper branch, which is degenerate with th lower branch on the 

line kx = 0 b tween each pair of nodes, is properly included with this linearisation 

of th gap function. Therefore, we relab I the two branches of th gap function as 

shown in Fig. 3.1. Thus for any function we have 

(3.73) 

Each branch 1 and 2 has two cusp point nodes and the cont ribution to the excitation 

sp trum from each branch is equal. With this picture in mind , w now cal ulate t he 

density of tates and the transport oefficients . 

.. ··o··---·-... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . 
~... . .. : 

·... . . ..·· 

Figure 3.1 : Gap function for t h B phase of Pr0s4 Sb12 drawn in th kx-kz plane over 

a spherical Fermi surface (bold black) . L ft: the +' branch is shown in blue (dashed) 

and the'-' bran h in red (solid). Right: the '1' branch is shown in blu (dashed) and 

the '2' branch in red (solid) . 
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3.7.1 D ensity of states 

The density of states was calculated previously in Ref. [66] in the absence of impurities; 

here we will include the effect of impurities starting from (3.16). Linearising the gap 

function as described above, we find 

N ( w) _ r ( w) 2 ~ j d
3 
k 1 

- 1r f=: (21r)3 (w- Ek)2 + P(w) 
(3.74) 

where there is a factor of 2 because there are two branches of the gap function and 

the sum is over the two nodes in each branch. To perform the integration we change 

variables to p2 = v2(k2 + k'2) + v2 k2 ""'E2 
II y F j_ ""' k l 

(3.75) 

and introduce a cutoff p0 . Performing the integration we arrive at the result 

N(w) = 

Setting r(w) = 0 we obtain our previous result [66] 

b 2w2 

N(w) = ~ 7r2VF[I77I l2b2 - l112l 2a2]' 
(3.77) 

which has a quadratic dependence on frequency as expected for point nodes. In the 

limit w ~ 0 (3. 76) becomes 

N(O) = _3_~ q [tan- 1 (-Po) +Pol 
7r3 a[I77II 2b2 -l77212a2]vF ro ro . (3.78) 

This is the zero energy density of states induced by impurities. The cut-off is normally 

taken to be the size of the Brillouin zone [19] but it may be more physical to use the 
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reciprocal of the range of the single impurity potential [70], p0 <X .A - l. In terms of the 

ratio (Po/r0 ) the two limits are 

Po » 1 (unitary) 
ro 
Po 
ro « 1 (Born) 

In the unitary limit the density of states is 

(3.79) 

(3. 0) 

(3 .81 ) 

where u refers to unitary scattering. If rc is the critical scattering rate at which the 

superconductor becomes normal, then we can write (3.81) as 

N(O) f 0 nimp 
--=-=-- (3.82) 

In the Born limit, the density of states vanishes as r5. 
The presence of residual density of states, in general, gives a contribution linear 

in temperature to the specific heat and the nuclear spin relaxat ion rate at low tern-

perature. The prefactor dependence on impurity doping may be helpful in ident ifying 

the symmetry of the order parameter. The specific heat is [7] 

2 rXJ [ aj] 
C(T) = T Jo dww

2
N(w) - fJw . 

At low temperature this yields 

(C(T)/T) f 0 -
(C(T)/T)n r~ 

and the nuclear spin relaxation rate is [7] 

(1/ TI)T 
(1 / Tl)n 

(1/TTI)r 
(1/TTI)n 

r r~ [ aj] 
- 2Tc Jo dw N(w)N(w - w0 ) - fJw 

ru2 
0 

ru2 ' 
c 

(3 .83) 

(3.84) 

(3.85) 
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3. 7.2 Electrical and thermal conductivities 

Beginning with (3.35) and making use of (3.73) , we divide the integration into four 

parts, each centred about one node in the gap function. The factor VpVp is evaluated 

at each node; the sum over nodes yields 

4 
IT721~a; 
lml b 

0 0 

LVFVF = 4v} 0 0 0 (3.86) 
j=l 

lml2b2-ltJ2j2a2 0 0 ltJJ!Zb2 

The remaining integration is the same for each part. Performing the same change of 

variables as in the density of states calculation, we find 

(3.87) 

and completing the integration we get 

aj7)2t 
blml2[b2ltJll-a21mi2J 

0 0 

X 0 0 0 (3.88) 

0 0 1 
ablm 12 

This is the impurity induced DC electrical conductivity for the B phase of Pr0s4Sb
12

. 

The thermal conductivity can be easily obtained by using the Wiedemann-Franz law. 

In the unitary limit (1~~ » 1), the term which includes tan -l ( re) = ~ will dominate, 

the conductivities become 

2 
- e ru 
a= 27r2 Vp o 0 0 

0 

0 

O O abl~1 l 2 

(3.89) 
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and 
al112l2 

0 0 
- k2 bl'71 12[b2j,.,ll 2-a2117212J 

!5:_ = __!}_ V F ru 0 0 0 (3.90) T 61r 0 

0 0 1 
abl171i2 

Thus the conductivities in the B phase of Pr0s4Sb12 are non-universal (dependent 

on impurity concentration) for unitary scattering but vanish in the Born limit. The 

conductivity tensor has two inequivalent components, Clxx and Clzz due to the off-

axis nodal positions and the choice of a particular domain of superconducting phase. 

This domain is represented by order parameter components (0, ii772 J, 17711). If all three 

domains are present then all diagonal components of the conductivity tensor will be 

equal. The Clxx component is proportional to the parameter 17721 which is absent in 

the unitary A phase. Therefore, measurement of residual conductivities in a domain-

pinned set-up, such as the one used in directional dependent thermal conductivity 

measurements [30] could determine the direction of nodes. Of all the possible SC 

states in tetrahedral systems, D 2(E), with OP components (0, il772 l, l77d), is the only 

one with off-axis nodes [12, 66]. 

3. 7.3 Discussion 

There have been several studies on Ru and La doped samples [34,50, 76-78], with the 

surprising result that Ru substitution leads to a doping-dependent residual density 

of states and resistivity [34, 76], while La substitution does not [50] . In Pr0s
4
Sb

12
, it 

is speculated that quadrupolar fluctuations of the Pr ions play a role similar to the 

magnetic fluctuations of Ce and U ions in other heavy fermion superconductors, thus 

substitution of the Pr ions by La would be expected to produce unitary scatterers. 

However, in contrast to Eq. 3.85, there is no dependence on doping on 1 QR relaxation 

rate beyond the La concentration x = 0.05. 
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Both Pr1- xLaxOs4Sb12 and Pr(Os1-xRux)4Sb12 are superconducting for the entire 

range of x, and both become s-wave superconductors at some intermediate value of 

x. In the Ru doped series; Tc has a minimum at x = 0.6, with a leveling off of the 

specific heat at the same value. This suggests that a phase transition between triplet 

and singlet superconductivity occurs at x ~ 0.6, with possibly a region of co-existence 

of these two phases [79]. A 0.4% change in lattice constant occurs between Pr0s4Sb12 

and PrRu4Sb12 [76], and effects due to quadrupolar fluctuations appear to be absent 

in PrRu4Sb12. In the La doped series, Tc decreases linearly along the entire range of 

x, while the specific heat levels off at x ~ 0.3. 

According to (3.81) and (3.89), the dependence of the residual density of states 

and resistivity on Ru doping suggests that the scattering from Ru ions is unitary. 

Unitary scattering due to the substitution of Os by Ru may be explained by noting 

that quadrupolar fluctuations of the Pr ions are charge density fluctuations and will 

couple to, and possibly be enhanced by, quadrupolar lattice vibration modes. The 

change in lattice constant that accompanies Ru doping will alter the quadrupole 

moment of those modes. In addition, Ru substitution has a strong effect on the 

low-lying crystal electric field (CEF) levels of the Pr ions which eventually removes 

quadrupole fluctuations [78] . La substitution produces a much smaller change in 

lattice constant and has a much weaker effect on the Pr CEF levels. Nevertheless, it 

is still difficult to explain why there is no dependence at all on the La concentration. 

3.8 Summary and Conclusions 

It is evident from (3.16), (3.35) and (3.68) that the main effect of a non-unitary super

conducting state is a lifting of the gap degeneracy and that this would be observed 

as multi-gap behaviour similar to what could be expected for multi-band supercon-
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ductivity. There are, however, some differences which we outline here. We base 

the following discussion on the unitary state D2 (C2 ) x K and the non-unitary state 

D2(E), with order parameter components (0, 0, l111l) and (0, ii1J2I, 11711) respectively. 

There are many other states, but all the rest are either nodeless, or else they have a 

c3 symmetry element which has been positively ruled out by experiment [33]. 

In a multi-band superconductor with a single Tc t he symmetry of the supercon

ducting order parameter should either be the same on both bands, or possibly, su

perconductivity on one band is a secondary order parameter to superconductivity 

on the other. The alternative, which is the simultaneous appearance of two differ

ent order parameters, would be unprecedented. This means that the symmetries of 

superconducting states on the different bands should either be the same, or have a 

group-subgroup relat ion. For example, in MgB2 , the archetypal multi-band super

conductor, s-wave superconductivity is observed as a full gap for both bands. The 

best candidates for nodal superconductivity in the triplet channel in Pr0s4Sb12 are 

the unitary state D2 (C2) x K and the non-unitary state D2(E), and neither of these 

has secondary order parameters [12]. Therefore multi-band superconductivity entails 

nodes at the same places for both gaps, unless that part of the Fermi surface is miss

ing. On the other hand, the non-unitary superconducting state has nodes in the lower 

branch and a fully gapped upper branch. This difference may help to distinguish these 

two possibilities. 

To summarise, we have found general expressions for the residual density of states 

and electrical and thermal conductivities due to impurity scattering, and we have 

applied the results to the non-unitary B phase of Pr0s4Sb12 . The nodal positions 

of the non-unitary state D2(E) are unique among all the superconducting states 

for crystals with tetrahedral symmetry [12, 66], in that they are not found on a 

symmetry axis. Inequivalent diagonal components of the conductivity tensor would 
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be an unmistakable signature of such a state. 

3.9 Appendix: D erivation of Green's functions for 

a nonunitary superconducting st ate 

The Green,s functions for a nonunitary spin-triplet superconducting state will be 

derived here. The many-body Hamiltonian for a system of interacting electrons at 

the Fermi surface in the presence of a weak attractive potential is 

let 

then 

[tl + ( c~k,s,cL2 ) J [t2 + (ck',s3C-k',sJ] 

t1 (ck',s3C- k ',s4) + t2 \ C~k,s 1 4,s2 ) 
+ ( c~k.s,cL2 ) (ck',s3c-k',s4) + t1t2 

(3.91) 

(3.92) 

(3.93) 

C~k,s 1 4,s2 (ck',s3C-k' ,s4) + Ck',s3C-k',s4 \ C~k,s1 cL.s2) 
- ( c~k,s1 CL2 ) (ck',s 3 C- k' ,s4 ) + t1t2 (3.94) 

substituting this into the Hamiltonian we get 

H 

+~ L Vs,s2S3S4 (k k') \ c~k.s, cL2) Ck',s3C- k 1 ,S4 

k ,k 1 ,S 1 132 ,SJ ,S4 

(3 .95) 
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recalling that the mean fields or the primary gap equations are given by, 

(3.96) 

~;8,(-k) - 2:= 'Vs1s2s's(k' , k) (c~k',s,cl, , s2 ) 
k 1

SiS2 

(3.97) 

then, the mean field Hamiltonian is 

H = """" t 
1 

"""" t t 1 """" * L c(k)ck,sck,s- 2 L ~s1s2(k)c_k,s1 ck,s2 + 2 L ~s3 s4 (-k)ck,sac_k,s4 
k,s k,s, ,s2 k,sa,s4 

- L c(k )cl,sck,s + ~ L [..D.s1s2 (k )cL, c~k,s2 - ~;,s) - k )c- k,s1 Ck,s2] (3.98) 
k,s k,s1 ,s2 

Now, in general, the Green's functions for a superconducting state is defined by 

(3.99) 

and it is called normal Green's function, and 

(3.100) 

(3.101) 

which is called anomalous Green's functions. let k = k' in G, and k = - k' in F and 

pt, then the equations of motion for the Green's function can be written as 

8Gss'(k , r) 
or 

- -! [ 8(r) ( Ck,s(r)cl,s,(O)) - 8( - r) ( cl.s'(O)ck,s(r)) ](3.102) 

- - c5(r) ( { Ck,s(r), cl,s' (O)})- ( Tr[H, Ck,s](r)cl,s,(O)) (3.103) 

8Fss'(k, r) 
or 

-
a 

-Or [8( r) (ck,s( r )c- k,s' (0)) - 8( - r) (c- k,s' (O)ck,s( r)) ](3.104) 

c5(r) ({ck,s(r), C-k,s'(O)}) + (Tr[H, Ck,s](r)c_k,s'(O)) (3.105) 
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using the following equations 

(3.107) 

(3.108) 
s" 

[H, c~k,s'J = c(k)c~k,s'- L b.;"s'(k )ck,s" (3.109) 
s" 

then Eqs. (3.103), (3.105) and (3.106) become, 

[iwn- c(k )]Gss'(k , iwn) + L b.ss"(k )F},
5
,(k, iwn) = Oss' (3.110) 

s" 

(3.111) 
s" 

(3.112) 
s" 

where a Fourier transform in time has been performed. Substituting 3.112 into 3.110 

we get 

s11 ,u 

(3.113) 

expanding the spin space, we get four different equations which can be solved simul-

taneously, 
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[(iwn)
2

- c
2

- jd j
2 + i(d x d*)z]Gn- [-(d X d*)y + i(d X d*)x]Grr = 0 (3.115) 

[(iwn)
2

- c
2 
-ldl

2
- i(d X d*)z]Grr- [(d X d*)y + i(d X d*)x]Gn = [iwn + c] 

(3.116) 

[(iwn)
2

- c
2 
-ldl

2 + i(d X d*)z]Gu- [-(d X d*)y + i(d X d*)x]Gu = [iwn + c] 

(3.117) 

solving the above equations we get 

(3.118) 

(3.119) 

(3.120) 

(3.121) 

or 

(3.122) 

similarly, we can solve for the components of F(k , iwn), starting from 3.111, the 

expansion in spin space yields, 

[iwn- c(k)]Frr(k , iwn)- D.rr(k )Grr( - k , -iwn) - D.Tl(k )Gu( - k , - iwn) = Q3.123) 
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and this gives 

F - [(iwn) 2
- Ek- idki 2J[i(dk. u)O:y] TT + [i(qk X dk). uO:y]TT 

TT - - [(iwn) 2 - ELJ[(iwn)2- E~+J 

the other components can be derived by the same way, the results are 

F _ [(iwn) 2
- Ek- /dk/ 2](i(dk · u)O:y] l! + [i(qk X dk) · uO:yj ll 

ll - - [(iwn)2- E~_J[(iwn)2 - E~+J 

[(iwn) 2
- Ek -/dk/2](i(dk · u)uy]Tl + [i(qk X dk) · UUyj T! 

[(iwn) 2
- ELJ[(iwn) 2 - E~+] 

and finally, this can be taken to the following matrix form in spin space, 

(3.124) 

(3.126) 

(3.128) 

(3.131) 



Chapter 4 

Field angle-dependent thermal 

conductivity in nodal 

superconductors 

4.1 Abstract 

We apply a semi-classical method to the problem of field angle-dependent oscillations 

of the density of states and thermal conductivity for nodal superconductors and ap

ply our results to the superconductor Pr0s4Sb12 . The oscillatory contributions to 

the thermal conductivity for all possible point node configurations for a supercon

ductor with Th symmetry are calculated. It is found that experimental results are 

best accounted for by nodes in the off-axis directions [±sin ¢0 , 0, ±cos ¢0], which are 

associated with the time-reversal breaking, triplet paired phase D 2 (E). 

76 
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4.2 Introduction 

The low temperature thermodynamic properties of unconventional superconductors 

are governed by nodal quasiparticles. In the presence of a small magnetic field 

Hc1 ~ H « Hc2 , it was shown by Volovik [5] that the dominant contribution to 

the density of states (DOS) for superconductors with line nodes comes from delo

calized quasiparticles, in contrast to s-wave superconductors in which the DOS is 

dominated by quasi particles localised inside vortex cores [5, 80]. Volovik argued that 

the delocalised states experience a semi-classical adjustment to their energy due to 

the magnetic field which is expressed as a Doppler shift w ---+ w- v
8
(r) · k, where 

V 8 (r) = 2!r/J is the superfiuid velocity and (3 is the winding angle around a sin

gle vortex. As a result, contributions proportional to the magnetic field have been 

predicted to appear in thermodynamic and transport properties of line node super

conductors [5, 59, 81- 87]. 

Magnetic contributions that appear because of the Doppler shift will strongly de

pend on the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to the nodes. Consequently, 

oscillations in the DOS and related quantities have been predicted for superconduc

tors with line nodes in a rotating magnetic field [82, 88- 99], and have been observed 

experimentally in in-plane thermal conductivity in YBa2Cu30 7 [100, 101]. Similar 

results have been found for other unconventional superconductors [30, 102- 107], in

cluding YNi2B2 C [107] and Pr0s4Sb12 [30], which are reported to have point nodes 

instead of line nodes. Oscillations in the field-angle dependent specific heat have also 

been observed in several unconventional superconductors [63, 108- 114]. 

Volovik's proof that, in superconductors with line nodes, delocalised quasiparti

cles have a greater contribution to the low-energy DOS than vortex localised quasi

particles does not extend to superconductors with point nodes. However, we are 
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interested in finding the oscillatory component of the DOS in a rotating magnetic 

field, for which the semi-classical method (the Doppler shift of the quasiparticles en

ergy) , applied to delocalised quasi-particles, may be valid. For delocalised states, 

oscillations are obtained just by Doppler-shifting the quasiparticle energies. For lo

calised states, the amplitude of oscillations may be found by calculating separately 

the DOS for the case when the field points in the direction of the nodes and the case 

when the field is perpendicular to the nodes and subtracting the results for the two 

cases. The former case corresponds to the s-wave result, which gives the contribu

tion from localised quasi-particles as Ns- Ioc. "'NFe/ R2 "' NpHf H c2 , where~ is the 

coherence length and R is the inter-vortex spacing. This sets a lower bound on the 

DOS contributions from localised quasi-particles in superconductors with line nodes 

or point nodes. The upper bound of the DOS contribution from localised quasipar

ticles in superconductors with nodes is found when the field is parallel to the nodes. 

Volovik found that for superconductors with line nodes, the localised quasiparticles 

contribute Nline-loc. rv N F J HI Hcd log J Hc2/ H which he found to be less than the 

delocalised contribution Nline-deloc. "' NpJH/ Hc2 · The oscillatory contribution for 

the delocalised states is contained within Nline-deloc. while the oscillation amplitude 

for the localised states is "' Nline-Ioc. - Ns-Ioc. :::::::: Nline-Ioc. . Thus the DOS oscilla

tions in a line node superconductor are dominated by the delocalised contribution, 

and the semi-classical treatment is valid. For a point node superconductor, one finds 

that the delocalised contribution is Npoint- deloc. "' Npoint- loc. ,....., Ns- loc.. Again, the 

oscillatory contribution for delocalised states is contained within Npoint- deloc. while 

the oscillation amplitude for the localised states is found by comparing Npoint- Ioc. to 

Ns-Ioc .. This suggests that while both localised and delocalised states contribute to 

the DOS in point node superconductors, the oscillatory component is dominated by 

the delocalised states. We will assume that this is the case, but a more thorough in-
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vestigation of the role of vortex localised quasiparticles in point node superconductors 

is warranted. 

Field dependent thermal conductivity measurements are usually performed in one 

of two experimental configurations. In layered compounds in which the c-axis conduc

tivity is low, such as in YBa2Cu30 7 , the in-plane conductivity is usually measured 

with the B-field rotating in the same plane. Then one in-plane component of the 

current will be parallel to vortices produced by the B-field while the other in-plane 

component of the current is perpendicular to the vortices. This introduces compli

cations when calculating the different components of the current averaged over the 

vortex lattice, since a different kind of averaging procedure should be used depending 

on whether the heat current is parallel or perpendicular to the vortices (84] . As a con

sequence, for a field rotating in the xy plane, in-plane components of the conductivity 

will oscillate with a period of twice the field angle even when there are no nodes at all, 

and this oscillation will dominate any nodal contribution (106, 115]. Thus, whenever 

possible, the preferred set-up is to measure the heat currents perpendicular to the 

rotating B-field [106]. 

In the superconductor Pr0s4Sb12 , the pairing symmetry is widely thought to be 

unconventional (25, 29- 37], with spin triplet pairing (36] and broken time reversal 

symmetry [31]. Power law behavior has been observed in many thermodynamic and 

transport measurements at low temperature (29, 30, 32, 35, 37], which suggests the 

existence of nodes in the gap function; however a nodeless gap function has been 

observed in some experiments (38- 40, 49]. Oscillations of the thermal conductivity in 

a rotating magnetic field are another indication that there are nodes in the gap func

tion (30). In previous works [12,66], we have attempted to determine the symmetry of 

the superconducting state in Pr0s4Sb12 using available experimental results. Among 

the various possible choices, we selected the spin triplet paired states belonging to the 
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three dimensional irreducible representation Tu of the point group Th with symmetry 

D2(C2) x K and order parameter components (0, 0, 1) and D2 (E) with components 

(il772 j, 0, 1771 1). We label these phases 'A' and 'B' respectively. The A phase is unitary, 

and has two cusp point nodes in the directions ±[0, 0, 1], while the B phase is nonuni

tary and has four cusp point nodes in the directions [±sin ¢0 ,0,± cos ¢0], where ¢0 is 

an angle determined from phenomenological parameters [66]. We will consider these 

and all other symmetry-allowed phases with point nodes. 

In this chapter we calculate the DOS and residual transport under an applied 

magnetic field . We consider both the clean and dirty limits, in which the impurity 

scattering rate is much smaller or greater than the Doppler shift, respectively. For 

the purpose of comparison, we begin by stating in Section 4.3 results for the residual 

DOS and thermal conductivity for the d-wave (line node) superconductors. Section 

4.4 is devoted to point nodes applied to Pr0s4Sb12 . In Section 4.5 we compare our 

results to experiment. Concluding remarks are made in Section 4.6. 

4.3 Density of States and thermal conductivity for 

superconductors with line nodes 

In this section we consider a d-wave superconductor (such as YBa2Cu30 7) with line 

nodes along the directions kx = ±ky and a magnetic field applied in the kxky-plane 

at an angle c with respect to the x axis. In the vicinity of a node, the gap function 

takes the form t:l(k) ::::::: v9k2 , where k2 points perpendicular to the node in the xy

plane and v9 = 8~kk) I is the gap velocity. The quasiparticle energy is E(k) = 
node 

Jc2(k ) + ~2 (k)::::::: y!v}kr + v;ki, where k1 points in the direction of the node. Thus 
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in the vicinity of a node, the Green's function takes the form [67] 

( 4.1) 

where iwn = iwn + if0 , aJ(r) = v 3 (r) · kFi is the Doppler shift at the jth node 

and fo = -~Eret(w = 0) is the scattering rate at zero energy. The self-energy E is 

derived from the T-matrix formalism for impurity scattering and is the solution to 

the self-consistent equation [71, 82] 

(4.2) 

where r = 7r';.JF (ni is the impurity concentration), cis related to the the phase shift 

5o, c =cot 50 and 

Go(iwn, r) = ~ L G(k, iwn, r). 
1f F k 

( 4.3) 

N F is the density of states at the Fermi surface. 

In the limits of unitary scattering (c = 0) and zero energy (w -t 0) , Eq. 4.2 

becomes 

r 
Eret(O) = - Go(O, r) 

Solving for G0 (0,r), we get 

Go(O, r) = 

which leads to the following result 

4 ) 1 . Po 
Go(O, r) =- 2 2 N L[- ai (r) + zfo]ln ( . ( ) r . 

1f FVFVg . 20 1· r + 0 
J = l 

( 4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 
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Separating the real and imaginary parts we get 

1 4 

2 2N L [-ai(r ) + if0] 
1f FVFVg j=l 

Go(O, r ) = 

aJ(r ) + r5 (4.7) 

This yields a self-consistent equation for the scattering rate [84, 116] 

f 2 
= 1r

2 N v v r ln ° [ ( ~ ) ° F F 
9 

· J (aHr ) + f5)(a~(r) + q) 

+--tan -- + --tan --a1(r ) _1 ( a1(r )) a2(r ) _1 ( a2(r )) ] -
1 

fo fo f o fo 
(4.8) 

where Po is a cutoff and a 1,2 ( r ) are the Doppler shifts at two opposite nodes and can 

be written as 

k F sin ,8 sin ( 1r I 4 - c) 
2mr 
kF . 

- - sm ,8 cos ( 1r I 4 - c) 
2mr 

( 4.9) 

(4.10) 

and r is the distance from the centre of the vortex core and c is the angle of the 

magnetic field relative to the x-axis. 

4.3.1 Density of States 

The DOS is given by 

(4.11) 

where the integral over k is evaluated as the sum of four separate volume integrations 

centred about each node [19]. Then the DOS at the Fermi energy is 

N(O, r) = "'~;v, [In C (af(r) + ~L:.;(r) + f6) ) 
+ a 1(r ) tan_1 (a1(r )) + a2(r ) tan_1 (a2(r))] (4.12) 

fo fo fo fo 
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In the clean limit (f0/la1(r)l)-+ 0 and 

N(O, r) ,..._ la1(r) l + la2(r)l 
"' 27TVpV9 

( 4.13) 

kp I. f3lmax[lsincl,lcoscl] -- sm 
2mr 2V'i1rvpv9 

(4.14) 

This result necessarily has the same form as the finite frequency DOS N(w)"' lwl of 

superconductor with line nodes. Averaging over the vortex unit cell we obtain the 

result as in Ref. [88] 

(N(O,r))H - R1 2 {R drr {2rr d{3N(O , r) 
7T Jf.o Jo (4.15) 

"' Np ~max [I sincl, I coscl] ( 4.16) 

where ~ "' [li;. Evidently there are four-fold oscillations in the DOS as a function 

of the field angle c. 

In the dirty limit la1(r)l/f0 « 1 we find 

( 4.17) 

The first term is just the impurity induced DOS N(O) [19], so 

) ) 
1 Vp . 2 oN(O,r) = N(O,r - N(O = -

4 2 2
- r sm {3 

7T r v9 0 
( 4.18) 

and the average DOS is [83] 

(4.19) 

where ~0 = ro: "' N pVpv9 . In this case, impurities remove the field directional 

dependence of the DOS. 
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4.3.2 Thermal conductivity 

The thermal conductivity tensor is defined by the Kubo formula [19]. In the limit 

T ---+ 0 it is expressed in terms of the imaginary part of the Green 's function as [19, 117] 

K(O, r) k1""" - -
T = 3 L.....t VFVF Tr[S'Gret(O, r)S'Gret(O, r)], 

k 
(4.20) 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and VF is the Fermi velocity in the direction of 

k. By again dividing the integration over k into regions centred over each node, this 

eventually leads to 

K(O, r ) 
-

T 

(4.21) 

where the integration variable is p = Jv~kf + v~k~ . Performing the integration yields 

K(O, r) _ k1 L;=l VFVF ( 1 Cij(r) [ _1 (aj(r)) rrl) --'------'- - - + -- tan -- - -
T 3 7rVFVg fo fo 2 ( 4.22) 

where now VF is evaluated at each node. Summing over nodes yields 

K(O, r) 
-

T 
k1 1 [ a1(r) 1 (a1(r)) 
---- ( v FvFh + (vFvFh + (vFvF)1-r- tan- -r-
3rr~~ o o 
( ) a2 ( r) _1 ( a2 ( r) ) J + V FV F 2 -r;- tan -r;- (4.23) 

noting that 

2 ( 1 0) (VFVF)I + (VFVFh = VF O 
1 

· (4.24) 

then 

OK(O, r) K(O, r) - K(O, 0) 
- -

T T 

k2 ( ~ tan- 1 (~) + ~ tan-1 (~) B V F ro ro ro ro 

6rr Vg ~ tan- 1 (~) - ~ tan-1 (~) ro ro ro ro 

~ tan- 1 (~) - ~ tan- 1 (~) ) ro ro ro ro 

~ tan-1 (~) + ~ tan- 1 (~) ro ro ro ro 

(4.25) 
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In the clean limit ai ( r ) » r 0 , the thermal conductivity is 

The average over the vortex unit cell is 

~~(O,r)) "'k1vFf::.o fH 
\ T H v9 fo V Ji;; 

ICI'J/-ICI'21 ) ro 
ICI'I I+ICI'21 

ro 
(4.26) 

( 
"72 max[/ sint:/, I coSt/] 

x I sin ( 1r I 4 - t) I - I cos ( 1r I 4 - t) I 
1 sin ( 1r 14 - t:) 1 - I cos ( 1r I 4 - t:) I ) . 

~max[! sin t: /, I coSt/]. 

(4.27) 

In the dirty limit ai ( r ) « r 0 we find 

(4.28) 

The average over the vortex unit cell is 

/ <5~(0, r)) "' k1 VF !::.~ _!i_ ln (Hc2 ) ( 1 - siln 2t: ) . ( 4.29) 
\ T H Vg r 0 Hc2 H - sin 2€ 

Thus as in the DOS, impurities remove oscillations due to nodes in the diagonal 

components of the thermal conductivity. 

4.4 Density of states and thermal conductivity for 

a point node superconductor 

We will first assume that there are an arbitrary number of linear (i.e. vanishing 

linearly with momentum) point nodes in the gap function, and that the gap velocit ie 
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v9 are equal and isotropic around each node. We begin by finding a self-consistent 

equation for the scattering rate r 0 analogous to Eq. 4.8. For point nodes, Eq. 4.3 is 

G0 (0, r) 1 L 12,. 1,. 1Po 
-N (

2 
)~odes 2 d¢ dO sin e dp p2 

1f F 1f VFVg 0 0 0 

-aj(r) + ifo + p cos e 
x--~~--~~----

( -aj(r) + if0)2- p2 
(4.30) 

where the integration variable is p = Jv}kf + vg(k~ + k~) and k1 is parallel to the 

node while k2,3 are perpendicular to the node. In Eq. 4.30, we have again divided the 

volume of integration into parts each centred around a node. The integrations yield 

Go(O, r) _ -i Lnodes (fo+ia ·(r)?[ Po 
1fNF21f2VFV~ J fo+ iaj(r) 

-tan-1 (ro +~:j(r))] 
separating the real and imaginary parts of the arctan 

_ 1 (Pofo - ipoaj(r)) 
tan f2 2( ) 

0 + aj r 

- tan- 1 (x0 + iy0 ) = tan-1 z 

using 

~[ln(1- iz) - ln(1 + iz)] 

1. 
- 2 [ln(1 +Yo - ixo) - ln(1 -Yo+ ix0 )] 

we get 

- tan ---- + 1 [ _1 ( Xo ) ( Xo ) 

2 1 +Yo 1 - Yo 

+i ln (x6 + [1 + YoF)] 
2 x6 + [1 - YoF 

(4.31) 

( 4.32) 

( 4.33) 

(4.34) 

(4.35) 
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b t .t t" f - Poro - POOj(r) th 1 "t} "11 . h d "11 su s I u mg or Xo - r5+oJ(r ), Yo - - r~+oJ(r) e ogan 1m WI vams , an we WI 

end up with 

t -I ( Po ) 
an f 0 + ia1(r ) 

( 4.36) 

(4.37) 

using the following identity 

tan-1 = tan- 1 u + tan- 1 v (
u +v ) 
1 - uv ( 4.38) 

the cutoff Po » a1 ( r) , so we can add a1 ( r) /f 0 to the numerator of the arctan's 

argument as 

t _1 ( fFo/f o] ) 
= tan_ 1 ( fFo/fo] + [ai(r )/fo] ) 

an 1 - fFo/foJ[ai(r)/fo] 1 - fFo/foJ[ai(r )/fo] 

- tan-
1 (~:) +tan- 1 (a~~)) 

(4.39) 

also 

t _1 ( fpo/fo] ) _ 1 ( fFo/fo]- [ai(r )/fo] ) - tan 
an 1 + fFo/foJ[ai(r )/fo] 1 - fFo/f o][ai (r )/fo) 

t - 1 (Po ) t - 1 (a i ( r )) - an --an --
fo ro 

(4.40) 

so 
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ote that this result is valid for both the clean and dirty limits. Substituting this 

into the Green's function in 4.31 we get 

( 4.42) 

Now we assume that there are four nodes which occur in pairs on opposite sides of 

the Fermi surface. Partners in each pair produce equal and opposite Doppler shifts. 

Summing over nodes we find 

Go(O, r ) = N 2-: 2 [4pofo + 7r(ai(r) + a~(r)- 2f~)J 
F 11" VpV

9 
r 

if0 
( 4.43) 

This result can easily be generalised to include more pairs of nodes. Equating the 

imaginary parts of ( 4.43) yields the self-consistent equation for the scattering rate r 
0

, 

11"
3 Npvpv;r 

r o = -2 r 71" r2 71" ( 2 ( ) 2 ( ) ) Po o - 2 0 + 4 a 1 r + a 2 r ( 4.44) 

This equation describes how the scattering rate due to impurities is modified in the 

presence of Doppler shifted quasiparticles. 

As in Section 4.3, we will assume that the magnetic field is parallel to the xy-plane 

with an angle € from the x axis, 

H = H (cos € x + sin € y) 

The supercurrent is 

v 8 (r) = -
2

1 
(-sint::cos,Bx+cost::cos,By+sin,Bz). 

mr 

(4.45) 

( 4.46) 

For now we will assume that all pairs of nodes are in the kxky-plane at the positions 

kFI - ±kp(cos ¢ox - sin ¢0y) 

kF2 ±kp( cos ¢ox+ sin ¢ofJ) 

(4.47) 

(4 .48) 
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The angle ¢0 is zero in the A phase of Pr0s4Sb12 (and the gap function is doubly 

degenerate) and ¢0 =f. 0 in the B phase. This corresponds to the choice of the domain 

(1, 0, 0) of the A phase and the domain (17711, ij772 l, 0) of the B phase. In each phase, 

two other domains are possible and these will be discussed in the next section. 

The Doppler shifts are 

a1(r) - ±vs·kp1 

k 
- ±-

2 
F cos.B[- sin¢ocosc- cos¢0 sinc] 

mr 

a2(r) - ±vs · k F2 

k 
±-

2 
F cos ,B[sin ¢0 cos c- cos ¢0 sin c] 

mr 

The following averages over the vortex unit cell will be useful: 

( ai ( r ) + a~ ( r)) H "' ~ ln ( ~) [ cos2 ¢0 sin 2 c + sin 2 ¢0 cos2 c J 

( 4.49) 

( 4.50) 

(ai(r )- a~(r))H "' ~ ln (~) sin2¢0sin2c (4.51) 

4.4.1 Density of states 

The DOS is given by Eq. 4.11. Using (4.3) and (4.43) we find 

N(O, r) = --tan -2f6 [Po - 1 (Po) 
7r3VpV~ ro ro 

ai(r) + a~(r) _1 (Po)] 
+ 2r6 tan ro ( 4.52) 

which in zero magnetic field we retain our previous result for the impurity induced 

density of states [117], then the magnetic contribution is 

t5N(O,r ) ~ ai(r) + a~(r) 
( 4.53) 
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which takes the same form as the low frequency DOS, N(w) "'w2 for superconductors 

with point nodes. Taking the average over the vortex unit cell, we get 

(4.54) 

Thus we find that the DOS oscillates with rotating magnetic field as cos 2t and it is 

universal i.e. it is independent of the scattering rate. 

4.4.2 Thermal Conduct ivity 

Beginning with Eq. 4.20 we divide the volume of integration into parts centred around 

each node, 

K(O, r ) 
T 

(4.55) 

where the integration variable is again p = Jv}k? + v~(ki + kD. The integrations 

yield 

K(O, r ) 
T 

( 4.56) 

where again our previously derived expression for the residual conductivity in zero 

magnetic field [117] is recovered. The matrix VFVF for one node is equal to the 

contribution for the node on the opposite side of the Fermi stuface, but a
1
(r) changes 

sign at opposite nodes, therefore terms which are odd in a1( r) will vanish. The sum 

over nodes yields (keeping only the magnetic part) 

(4.57) 
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(a?+ a~) cos2 ¢0 ~(a~- a?) sin 2¢o 0 
k1 VF 

~(a~- a?) sin 2¢0 (a?+ a~) sin2 ¢0 0 - ---
121rv~r0 

0 0 0 

Finally we perform the average over the vortex unit cell, 

I o~(O, r)) "' k1 v~~~ H In (Hc2) 
\ T H v9 fo Hc2 H 

cos2 ¢o[cos2 ¢o sin2 
t + sin2 ¢0 cos2 t] - ~ sin 2¢0 sin 2t 

X - ~ sin 2¢0 sin 2t 

0 0 

0 

0 

(4.5 ) 

where~~=~"' NFvFv;. The A phase of Pr0s4Sb12 corresponds to ¢0 = 0, and the 

only component of the thermal conductivity which is non-vanishing is Kxx "' sin2 E. 

Other domains 

The phase D2 (E) has two other nodal configurations [61], which may be found by 

applying the operation C3 on the components (177ll,ilr72 I,O) or directly on the gap 

function. The second domain we consider is when the nodes are in the kxkz-plane. 

Then the B phase has order parameter components (ilry2 J, 0, 11711) and the A phase has 

components (0, 0, 1) . Then the positions of the nodes are 

kFl - ±kF(-sin ¢ox+ cos ¢oz ) 

kF2 ±kF(sin ¢ox+ cos ¢0z ) 

and the Doppler shifts are 

k 
- ±~[sin ¢0 sinE cos {] + cos ¢0 sin {3] 

2mr 
k 
±~ [- sin ¢0 sin t cos {3 + cos ¢0 sin {3] 

2mr 

( 4.59) 

(4.60) 

( 4.61) 

( 4.62) 
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In the average over the vortex unit cell (a~(r)- a~(r)) vanishes, and 

The B phase thermal conductivity is 

jb'K~,r))H - · 2 VF6.~ H (Hc2 ) (. 2 . 2 2 J 
\ ·~ k8 v~fo Hc

2 
ln H sm ¢>0 sm € +cos ¢>0 

sin2 ¢>0 0 0 

X 0 0 0 

0 0 cos2 ¢>0 

and the A phase thermal conductivity is Kzz "' constant. 

In the third domain the nodes are found in the kykz-plane 

kFI - ±kF( cos ¢>oil - sin ¢>oz) 

kF2 - ±kF(cos¢>oiJ+sin¢>oz) 

(4.64) 

(4.65) 

( 4.66) 

averaging over the vortex unit cell, again a~(r)- a~(r) will vanish, and we get for 

(a~( r) +a~( r)) H "' ~ ln ( ~2) (sin2 ¢>0 + cos2 ¢>0 cos2 c] ( 4.67) 

The B phase thermal conductivity is 

jb'K~, r))H -· 2 VF6.6 H (Hc2 ) (. 2 2 2 J \ · ~ k8 v~fo Hc
2 

ln H sm <Po+ cos <Po cos € 

0 0 

x 0 cos2 ¢>0 

0 0 

and for the A phase it is Kyy rv cos 2€. 

0 

0 

sin2 <Po 

( 4.68) 
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Domain averaging 

In real situations, one may expect that either a single domain will form either because 

of sample shape or applied strains or fields, or that all three domains will be pre ent. 

If all three domains are present then detailed knowledge of the domain structure 

is required to calculate the conductivity. Lacking that, we consider two limiting 

cases: i) serial domains and ii) parallel domains. When the domains are in series the 

conductivity is K, = ('K-11 + 'K-21 + 'K-31
) -

1 
which vanishes in all components. When 

the domains are in parallel the three conductivities are simply added: 

K,rv 

( 

sin
2 
f(l- i sin

2 
2¢o) +! sin2 2¢o - i sin2 ¢o sin 2f 

- i sin
2 

2¢o sin 2f cos2 f(l - i sin2 2¢o) + 4 sin2 2¢o 

0 0 

which reduces to the A phase result (¢>0 = 0) 

Other nodal configurations 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 1 

( 4. 70) 

According to Table I of Ref. [12, 118] there are other nodal configurations correspond

ing to other superconducting phases which should be considered. For eight point 

nodes in the [111 J directions, the thermal conductivity is 

2 -sin 2e: 0 

-sin 2e: 

0 

2 

0 

0 

2 

( 4. 71) 
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The thermal conductivity for two point nodes in the [111 J directions is 

_ ( sin 2€) 
K,rv 1---

2 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

( 4. 72) 

Such a phase has four domains; the domain averaged conductivity is given by (4.71) . 

The thermal conductivity for six point nodes in the [100] directions is given 

by (4.70). 

The thermal conductivity for six point nodes in the [100] directions and two 

point nodes in the [111] directions is given by the sum of (4.70) and (4.72). Such 

a phase has four domains; the domain averaged conductivity is given by the sum of 

(4.70) and (4.71). 

Eqs. 4.58, 4.64 and 4.68-4.72 are summarised in Table 4.1. 

4.5 Discussion 

So far there has only been one report of thermal conductivity in a rotating mag

netic field, namely the results by Izawa et al. [30], who measured Kzz and found 

four-fold oscillations near Hc2 and two-fold oscillations at a lower field. We do not 

obtain four-fold oscillations for any of the point node configurations we considered 

and so we conclude that the formalism we have used is inapplicable in large mag-

netic fields. One possible source of error is that we have omitted contributions from 

quasi-particle states localised in vortex cores, and that these states may dominate the 

oscillatory contribution to the density of states as the field increases and the vortices 

become closer together. Another possibility is higher order in a (the Doppler shift) 

contributions become important as the field is increased. We do not obtain four-fold 

oscillations simply because we did not retain contributions to the density of states and 
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Nodes Kxx Kyy Kxy Kxz,yz Kzz 

4 nodes [cos ¢0 , ±sin ¢0 , OJ c c s 0 0 

4 nodes [±sin ¢0 , 0, cos ¢oJ c 0 0 0 c 

4 nodes [0, cos ¢0 , ±sin ¢0] 0 c 0 0 c 

domain average [cos ¢0 , ±sin ¢0 , OJ c c s 0 1 

2 nodes [1,0,0J c 0 0 0 0 

2 nodes [0, 1, OJ 0 c 0 0 0 

2 nodes [0, 0, 1J 0 0 0 0 1 

domain average/ 6 nodes [1 , 0, OJ c c 0 0 1 

2 nodes [1, 1, 1J s s s s s 

domain average/ 8 nodes [1, 1, 1J 1 1 s 0 1 

6 nodes [1 , 0, OJ and 2 nodes [1 , 1, 1] c+s c+s s s s 

domain average c c s 0 1 

Table 4.1: Oscillatory contributions to the thermal conductivity with a field rotating 

in the xy plane for various nodal configurations. 's' stands for sin 2£, 'c' stands for 

cos 2£, '1' stands for no oscillations and '0' means that the component vanishes. f is 

the angle of the field with respect to the x axis. 

thermal conductivity for powers of a higher than two. In any case, unlike dxLy2 line 

node superconductors, the four-fold oscillations reported in Ref. [30J are not related 

in any simple way to the nodal structure of Pr0s4Sb12 . In particular, the four-fold 

oscillations should not be interpreted as arising from four point nodes on the kxky 

equator. 

Our results may be applicable to the lower field measurements in which two-fold 

oscillations are found. Fig. 2b) of Ref. [30J clearly shows two-fold oscillations of the 

form Kzz ""cos 2£ and not sin 2£. This indicates that the most likely superconducting 
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phase of Pr0s4Sb12 is D2 (E) which belongs to the three dimensional order param

eter Tu and that a single domain with order parameter components (0, l77d, i l772 l) or 

(il772 l, 0, 1771 1) was measured in Ref. [30]. We note that this phase agrees with various 

properties observed in other experiments, including triplet pairing [36], broken time 

reversal symmetry [31] and broken C3 symmetry [33,58]. 

In all of our calculations we performed the vortex average as a simple areal average 

over a plane perpendicular to a vortex, which is appropriate when the heat current is 

parallel to the magnetic field. For currents in other directions a different averaging 

procedure should be used, which results in a more complicated field dependence of 

the oscillation amplitudes than what we have shown here. The correct procedure is 

an average of K over paths through the vortex lattice, which is in fact more involved 

than the series average (K- 1)-1 described in Ref. [84]. Moreover, the vortex averaging 

procedure for a given in-plane component of the conductivity will vary with the field 

angle, producing oscillations "' cos 2E which are unrelated to nodes and which will 

dominate over any nodal contributions [106, 115]. Thus observations of oscillations"' 

cos 2E in "-xx, Kyy or in off-diagonal components of K measured with an in-plane current 

should not be interpreted as evidence of nodes. These additional oscillations will mix 

into all components of the thermal conductivity via the vortex averaging procedure 

(which in general does involve averaging K -
1

) but we expect their contribution to "-zz 

to be small compared to the oscillations originating from nodes. 

4.6 Summary and conclusions 

We have reviewed previous works concerning field-angle dependent DOS and ther

mal conductivity for line node superconductors using a semi-classical method, and 

applied the same method to point node superconductors. This method neglects vor-
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tex localised quasi-particles and retains only the contribution from extended, nodal 

quasiparticles to the density of states. Clearly there are limitations to this approach; 

in particular it cannot be expected to produce an accurate estimate of the total 

low-energy density of states in point node superconductors. However it may be a 

reasonable way to estimate the field-angle dependent oscillatory component of the 

density of states and related quantities for fields Hc1 :::; H « Hc
2

. We find that in 

point node superconductors there is no difference between the clean and dirty limits, 

unlike in line node superconductors in which the different limits produce significantly 

different expressions for the oscillatory part of the thermal conductivity. Consid

ering all possible configurations of point nodes in a tetrahedral superconductor, we 

find that the superconducting phase D2 (E), which we previously proposed based on 

other experimental evidence, best accounts for field-angle dependent oscillations in 

the thermal conductivity of Pr0s4Sb12 . 
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Chapter 5 

Concluding remarks 

In this thesis, superconductivity in the heavy fermion superconductor Pr0s
4
Sb

12 
has 

been studied. In this system, the point group is Th (tetrahedral), which has one

dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional irreducible representations in 

two channels: spin-singlet (even parity) and spin triplet (odd parity). Among all 

possible superconducting states in a tetrahedral system, we have found the supercon

ducting state that best matches experiments on Pr0s4Sb12 . This state has a three 

component order parameter with spin-triplet pairing and is nonunitary. Two possible 

scenarios for the superconducting phase transitions have been identified. In one sce

nario, the superconducting phase with order parameter components (1771 I, il'1]
2

1, 0) (B 

phase) can be reached from the normal phase via an intermediate superconducting 

phase with order parameter components (1'1711,0,0) (A phase). The other scenario is 

when the A phase is absent from the phase diagram. Since the superconducting state 

(1'17d , il'172l, 0) is nonunitary, the energy gap is non-degenerate, and the lower gap has 

point nodes, but the upper gap is nodeless. The nodes in the low r gap are located 

in the directions [±a, ±,8, OJ . 

Consequently, a nonunitary superconducting state has been studied, and general 

98 
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expressions for the impurity induced density of states and transport properties have 

been obtained. We have applied the results to the B phase of Pr0s4Sb12 . In the 

Born limit of weak scattering all quantities vanish, but in the unitary limit (strong 

scattering) we obtain nonuniversal (impurity scattering dependent) density of states 

and conductivities. The conductivity tensors have a diagonal off-axis components 

due to the off-axis positions of nodes at the Fermi surface. Differences between a 

nonunitary superconducting state and multiband superconductivity, to which multi

gap behavior has also been attributed by some experimentalists, have been reviewed 

and discussed. 

We have also used semi-classical methods to study the effect of applying a magnetic 

field on this system. First we have reviewed the magnetic field dependent density of 

states and thermal conductivity for the case of superconductors with lines of nodes 

in the gap function. We have considered the two limiting cases: the clean and dirty 

limits. The delocalized quasiparticles, which are generated at the nodes, will be 

Doppler shifted by the supercurrent flow around vortices, and will dominate over the 

contribution of the quasiparticles localized inside the vortex cores in the density of 

states. As a result, in the clean limit, oscillations are expected to be present in all 

thermodynamic and transport measurements. These oscillations will depend on the 

direction of the magnetic field relative to the nodes, in which a maximum (minimum) 

will show up when the field is pointed in the antinodal (nodal) direction, respectively. 

The period of oscillations, in this case, reflects the symmetry of the order parameter , 

and determines the the number and location of nodes on the Fermi surface. On the 

other hand, in the dirty limit , the density of states becomes insensitive to the direction 

of the magnetic field and no oscillations will be present. However, for point-node 

superconductors, we have predicted universal expressions for the density of states 

and thermal conductivity which are valid for both limits. In contrast to line node 
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superconductors, the oscillations in this case are not washed out by impurities, nor 

are they related to the number nor the position of point nodes in the gap function. 

However, they do reflect the symmetry of the order parameter, which in the case of 

Pr0s4Sb12 leads again to the superconducting state with D 2 (E) symmetry and order 

parameter components (lr71 j, il772 j, 0) which has four point nodes in the directions 

[±a, ±{3, OJ. 

In summary, we have studied the superconductivity in the heavy fermion system 

PrOs4Sb12. Using symmetry considerations, we have been able to determine the most 

probable superconducting state that best describes experiments on Pr0s
4
Sb

12
. Cal

culations of thermodynamic and transport properties have been performed using this 

superconducting state and have been compared to experiment. We conclude that our 

proposed superconducting state with order parameter components (177
1

1. il112l, 0) and 

D2(E) symmetry best describes superconductivity in the superconductor Pr0s
4
Sb

12
. 
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